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Rescuer gets taste of Hollywood
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By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer
•

Calloway County DES Rescue
Squad Chief Ronnie Burkeen recently
spent some time rescuing survivors of
a plane crash in Pope County, Ill., although none of them will ever say
thanks.,
For six days, Burkeen was tethered
to a rope pulling mannequins from the
wreckage of a downed 727 jet as part
of the making of "U.S. Marshals." The
major motion picture, starring Tommy
Lee Jones, Wesley Snipes and Robert
Downey Jr., is currently filming in the
area.
Burkeen and others from Calloway
and McCracken County DES squads
were hired by the movie's technical director to do what they do best —
rescue.
"We were part of an urban search
and rescue team that responded to the
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still
at large

Inmate

Judge says
ferry hasn't
missed a beat
HICKMAN, Ky.(AP) — Operations of the Hickman Ferry,
which reopened last year after
a five-year hiatus, "hasn't
missed a lick- since new management took over last week,
Fulton- County Judge-Executive
Harold Garrison said.
Garrison said he was
pleased with the choice of Kenneth Love as the new operator.
-Ifs running as usual," Garrison said.

With afternoon temperatures soaring
into the triple digits, Burkeen and
others spent most of their time suspended on the side of a cliff overlooking the Ohio River, where the mock
wreckage had been carefully placed by
the Warner Brothers' crew. Though it
was only a movie, Burkeen said there
was an clement of danger to what he
did.
"They'd film us carrying the rescue
baskets up the side of the cliff using a
helicopter and they'd fly that thing in
pretty close," he said. "They knew
what they were doing, but there were
times that it made me pretty nervous."
Burkeen said he was in the background of several scenes with Jones
and other stars, but he isn't sure what
will make the final cut when the film is

Clinton may use
line-item veto
on recent laws

By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer

By SONYA ROSS
Associated Press Writer

Murray police arrested and
charged two juveniles Friday
with passing more than $100. in
counterfeit bills to five local
businesses.
The two Murray boys, one
14-years-old and one 15-yearsold, were taken into custody after
a week-long spending spree.
"It looks like the bills were
copied on a very good color copier," MPD Detective Mike Jump
said. "But at this point we're not
sure where they did it."
According to Jump, the youths
would buy small items like candy
and get change back from the
SIMS.

Both youths were charged with
five counts each of first-degree
criminal possession of a forged
instrument, a Class-C felony.
Both were lodged in the Marshall
County Detention Center over the
weekend.
A hearing will be held Monday
in Calloway District Court to decide if the two boys will be released to the custody of their
parents.
Jump said the youths passed
the bogus $20 bills at five businesses in Murray. Through the
use of video surveillance cameras
and school officials, the boys
were identified and taken into
custody.

BERNARD KANE,Ledger & Times photo

Calloway County DES Chief Ronnie Burkeen recently found out that making movies can be hard work
Burkeen was part of the cast of -U.S. Marshals."
currently being filmed in the area.

• See Page 2

Teens
passing
counterfeit
$20 bills

LOCAL

Calloway County authorities
are still searching for an inmate
who walked away from a work
detail Friday.
Timothy Campbell, 28, of
Princeton, was a state inmate
working at the county maintenance barn on Sycamore
Street Extended as part of the
Calloway County Detention
Ceetef's community service
program, sometimes called the
Class-D felon program.
Local jail officials believe
Campbell stole a vehicle from a
ail employee.
Campbell is believed to be
traveling in a 1991 royal blue
Mazda with Kentucky dealer
license tag X-1086. He is
5-foot-9 inches tall with born
hair and hazel eyes. He has a
tatoo of a rose on his right forearm, the letters "TC• on his left
bicep and the word -animal' on
his left forearm. He is not considered dangerous.

crash," Burkeen said. "It was pretty interesting watching a movie being
made. We'd film for five minutes in
one spot then have to wait for an hour
and then film for five minutes in
another spot."
Burkeen said he was treated like any
other member of the cast and met most
of the movie's stars. One of those was
Joe Pantolino who played a pimp in the
film "Risky Business," and Ritchie
Vallens' manager in "La Bamba."
"Every day after lunch, all he
wanted to do was ride our waverunner
around the river, he was nice," he said.
But Burkeen said the making of a
major motion picture is not all glamour
and glitz, it's hard work.
"We worked for about 14 hours each
day for six days," he said. "We'd have
to do everything 10 to 15 times to
make sure they got the right shot. It
was fun, but it was also work," he said.

BERNARD KANEleogef 8 Times photo

IN SEASON: Daymon Turner takes advantage of the weather conditions as he waits for customers to try his watermelons at his stand
In Hardin Sunday.

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Clinton, the first chief executive with the power to do so,
will delete individual items from
the carefully constructed budget
and tax-cut plans enacted barely a
week ago, aides said Sunday.
Clinton skipped church services Sunday to ponder his pending vetoes, which he expects to
be immediately challenged in
court. White House spokeswoman
Anne Luzzatto would not say
whether Clinton spent his time
consulting with aides or reviewing his options in private.
Treasury Secretary Robert Rubin said on television Clinton
will strike items "on both the
spending and the tax sides of the
budget." He would not say what
would be vetoed, deferring to a
presidential announcement.
Under provisions of the lineitem veto legislation, Clinton has
until midnight Monday to strike
provisions from the budget bill.
By using the line-item veto in
this way, Clinton not only becomes the first U.S. president to
exercise it but also sends notice
to Congress that he will do it
again if amendments that displease him are tacked onto spending bills.
Presidents have sought lineitem veto authority since Ulysses

BILL CLINTON
S. Grant in the 1870s. Clinton 'the first to get it, under a lav.
passed by the Republican
controlled Congress that took ef
fcct Jan. 1.
"He will use (the veto) will.
the view that by doing ko, he can
create a useful and, 1 think, po
tentially very strong deterrent to
people," Rubin said on ABCTV's "This Week." "He has
thought this through with enormous care."
There are precious few places
in the budget and tax plans where
Clinton can flex his newfound
power. Only a handful of 79
III See Page 2

Push on to ban
riding in back
of pickup trucks

WEATHER
Today...Partly sunny. High
near 90. South wind 5 to 10
mph.
Tonight...Partly cloudy with
a 30 percent chance of thunderstorms toward morning. Low in
the lower 70s. Light southeast
wind.
Tuesday...Mostly cloudy
with a 50 percent chance of
thunderstorms. High in the upper 80s.
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PARK AFTER DARK: Child actors take up the battle of the sexes as part of the Comedy Cabaret
fundraiser for the Playhouse in the Park this weekend. The children were singing a number from the
musical "Annie Get Your Gun."

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
which was enacted in 1994, ex
group plans to ask the 1998 Gen- empts farm vehicles.
eral Assembly to pass legislation
AAA Kentucky will try in the
banning people from riding in the
next regular legislative session to
back of pickup trucks — a prop- . get a law enacted banning people
osal that has drawn stiff opposi- from riding in the back of picktion from rural lawmakers in past
ups, spokesman Roger Boyd said.
years.
More than 200 people a year
Kentucky is among 27 states
die nationally while riding in the
that, as of last year, had no laws
hack of a pickup, according to
specifically banning passengers
the National Highway Traffic
in the beds of pickups.
Safety Administration. More than
Courts in Kentucky have not
half are children or teen-agers.
resolved whether a law that reTwo-thirds of the pickup-bed
quires children under 40 inches
passengers killed annually arc
tall to be in an approved child
safety scat applies to children ridejected from the bed when the
ing in the hack of pickups, said
truck collides with another vein
Lt. Jerry Nauert, a Kentucky
ck or when the pickup takes a
State Police spokesman.
curve suddenly, it said. The other
There also is a debate about
third are sitting on the tailgate,
whether the state's scat-belt Jaw
standing up or otherwise horsing
applies to people riding in the
around while the truck is moving.
beds of pickups that aren't being
used for agriculture; the statute.
See Page 2
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NI Pickups...
FROM PAGE 1
"Children should never be in
the back of a pickup. ... it's just
not safe," Boyd said.
Erica Chew, a spokeswoman
for the Center for Auto Safety in
Washington, D.C., said, "You
may be driving carefully with
your brood in the back of your
pickup truck, but the other guy
may not be."
Attempts to ban riding in the
bed of pickups have gone no-

where in the Kentucky legislature. Rural lawmakers especially
have derided such proposals as an
unnecessary restraint on freedom.
Republican Sen. Albert Robinson of London said he thinks a
law banning people from riding
in the back of pickups could pass
as long as it applied only to
children.
Robinson, a member of the Senate Transportation Committee,
said it was unfortunate that people have died riding in the back

Your Pharmacist Give You The Time Of Day?
Sure. Most chain stores do
when they finally get a breather..
but that's not a proper gauge.
Ask yourself this...
Shouldn't Your Pharmacist
Know You By Name Instead
Of By Number?

Glendale at Whitnell
753-4175

Strengthening America's Families
'VP

has been commiued to the wellbeing of our members and their
families through our fraternal benefits program.
For more information on how to
become a member contact a
Woodmen representative in your
area.

He said he agrees it is probably
safer for them to ride in the front,
but he said he would hate to see a
law banning the practice.
He also said the bed of his
pickup is sometimes the only way
he can transport farm workers.
Transporting workers is one reason why farm vehicles were exempted from Kentucky's seat-belt
law, which rural lawmakers had
opposed for years.
"Life's not 100 percent safe,

and it's never going to be safe,"
Seiter said. "I don't think we
need another law to decide it. Let
people use their own judgment
and common sense."
In Jefferson County, 26-yearold Timothy Quiggins was killed
recently when he fell out of the
bed of a moving truck after it
rounded a curve.
Jefferson County police are
still investigating the accident
and don't know whether any
charges will be filed, said spokesman Troy Riggs.
Quiggins was standing in the
bed of a pickup when the driver
of the truck rounded a curve and
Quiggins was thrown, police said.
Quiggins hit the pavement and a
guardrail and died of head
injuries.

•Clinton...

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy

For more than a century, Woodmen

of pickups, but he added, "I'm
one that's very reluctant to take
people's rights away from them."
Allan Seiter, a Campbell
County farmer, said he sometimes lets his children ride in the
back of his pickup while driving
to neighboring farms.

Woodmen ...
"The FAMILY Fratemity"®

Tim Hilbrecht
Woodmen Bldg.
3rd & Maple,
Murray
753-4377

FROM PAGE 1
special-interest tax breaks in the
$152 billion tax-cut bill are eligible. Some have been ruled out as
necessary or previously agreed in
budget negotiations.
Among spending items, a small
policy aspect of the Medicaid
program has been identified as
veto-eligible. White House aides
say such a provision would be
vetoed only if it is inconsistent
with administration policy, is
flawed and was not negotiated.
On Friday, an administration official added the stipulation that the
president must consider the provision "problematic enough" to
warrant a veto.
Rahm Emanuel, senior adviser
to the president, said Sunday that
Clinton has thoroughly reviewed
the "economic, budgetary and
fiscal implications" of any potential veto. Appearing on CBS'
"Face the Nation," Emanuel also
refused to say which items would
be vetoed or whether they involved substantial amounts of
money.
While denying that Clinton is

A&A AUTO
RENTAL
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• Call Us For Rates
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wooDM EN OFFHE WORL
4.911OP IP VI ND/0
LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY
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-

Holland Motor Sales
St.
753-4461

513 S. 12th

loin ""4 Vr

employing the veto for political
sport, Emanuel said the president's actions will clearly communicate to Congress "that business as usual is over in
Washington."
"It also says ... that we have to
do things that set our fiscal house
in order and set our priorities as a
country," Emanuel said.
Opponents of the line-item
veto have promised a constitutional challenge as soon as Clinton uses his new authority for the
first time.
In June, the Supreme Court
turned back a challenge filed by
six members of Congress. The
justices said the legislators lacked
proper legal standing to sue but
made clear the law could be challenged by anyone affected once
the president exercises his new
authority.
Opponents of the line-item
veto argue that it improperly
shifts power from Congress to the
president. Proponents say the
president needs authority to strike
down specific items within bills
to weed out pork barrel spending.
On ABC, Rubin would not discuss whether a veto 'is planned
for one item under review, which
would defer taxes on the sale to a
fanner-owned cooperative of a
sugar beet processing facility.
The plant is owned by Texas businessman and influential Republican contributor Harold
Simmons.
"I think that (Simmons) and
all others will discover their state
of mind tomorrow when he
makes his decisions," Rubin told
ABC.
Congress estimates the bill
would cost $84 million over five
years because other companies
would take advantage of the tax
break.

Investigators
take Guam crash
probe to Washington
AGANA, Guam (AP) — The
investigation at the site of a Korean Air jet crash in Guam is
nearly over, federal agents said
today, and families prepared to
take victims' bodies home to
South Korea.
Investigators from the National
Transportation Safety Board say
they are months away from figuring out what caused Wednesday's
crash, which killed 226 people.
But they have found that an airport warning system that might
have prevented the accident was
not working at the time of the
crash.
Much of the crash data already
has been to Washington for
analysis.
"Our operation here is winding down," said NTSB member
George Black.
Workers also were trying to remove the remaining bodies from
the crash site. So far, 162 complete remains and 41 partial remains have been recovered from
the rocky hillside where the plane
went down, Black said.
At least 19 bodies have been
identified, said Clifford Guzman
of the Guam Governor's Office.
Officials earlier said 39 bodies
had been identified, but Guzman
said that number included victims
whose families have not yet been
notified or whose identity was
only tentatively determined.
Arrangements were under way
with the victims' families —
most of them South Korean — to
send the identified bodies home.

Guzman said that should start
Tuesday.
The latest victim, 11-year-old
Grace Chung of Marietta, Ga.,
died Sunday in San Antonio,
where she was being treated for
burns.
Investigators believe the pilot
had full control of the jet when it
crashed, and are looking for clues
to explain why he was flying so
low.
Investigators are still looking
at whether all the pilot's instrumentation was working and
what impact the driving rain may
have had. They also are analyzing
the flight's data and voice
recordings.
The Federal Aviation Administration, meanwhile, was trying
to figure out when the faulty system — the Radar Minimum Safe
Altitude Warning System —
should have alerted officials that
Flight 801 was flying too close to
the hillside.
The system normally issues an
alert if a jet is flying too low, and
officials on the ground inform the
pilot. But federal investigators
said Sunday that an error was apparently inserted into the system's software during an
overhaul.
Investigators say the mistake
was not to blame for the crash,
but a properly working system
could have allowed air traffic
controllers to direct the pilot of
the Boeing 747 to pull the jumbo
jet to a higher altitude as he approached Guam International
Airport.

FROM PAGE 1
released.
"They gave us a preliminary
release date of next April but said
that could change. Everybody, including the stars, treated us nice.
They were even calling us by
name by the end," he said. -"The
one star I didn't get to meet,
which is the one I really wanted
to meet, was Wesley Snipes."
Since the beginning of the
year, Burkeen and other Calloway IS personnel have been
training to be urban search, and
rescue workers. That training led
to the movie offer. He said the
team is checking with the state
and may be able to count their
time as part of that training.

"We were doing just what we
would have been doing if there
had been a real disaster, the only
thing different was the fact we
were being filmed for a movie,"
he said. Burkeen is back at his "regular" job as a lineman for the Murray Electric System. While that
job is not as glamorous as being
an actor, he said he is glad to be
back.
"I heard people say, 'action,
cut, print and roll 'em' a lot last
week," he said. "It was fun for a
week, but I don't think I'd quit
my job to do it. It's like Tommy
Lee Jones' stuntman told me, movie making is not all it's cracked
up to be, it's hard work."

GRAND OPENING
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Crowd riots after officer kills suspect
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
A discount department store that
provided jobs and training in a
poor neighborhood was destroyed
in a riot prompted by the killing
of a black murder suspect by a
white policeman.
Nobody was hurt in the rioting
or fire Sunday and there were no
arrests, said Officer Frank Leggett, assistant supervisor in police
communications.

The Dollar General Store was
burned hours after people
gathered in anger over the shooting of Leon R. Fisher, 23, of
Nashville. Police put the crowd at
under 100, but a witness said 200
to 300 people were present, some
throwing rocks and bottles at
officers.
The store provided inexpensive
goods as well as a job-training
program for a neighborhood dom-

Mated by the Sam Levy Homes
housing project.
About $100,000 in merchandise was destroyed, Dollar
spokesman Cabot Pyle said. The
fire also means an end to a jobtraining program at the store that
graduated more than 400 people
the past four years.
"It's like losing my firstborn,"
Cal Turner Jr., chairman of Dollar General Corp., said Sunday.

Administration steps into strike
WASHINGTON (AP) — After
a week of keeping its distance
from the Teamsters strike against
UPS, the Clinton administration
stepped into the fray today. Labor
Secretary Alexis Herman called
on both sides to. meet with her
and find a way to get "back to
the bargaining table."
Federally mediated talks broke
off on Saturday an sent the strike
— which is crippling the nation's
busy package delivery system —
into a second week with little
sign either side will budge.
President Clinton has been following the strike, Herman said

Sunday, "But we don't believe
that this situation has reached the
state of what we define as a national emergency."
But early today, she said in a
statement, "I've asked the leaders of the Teamsters union and
the United Parcel Service to meet
with me today at the Labor Department and they have both
agreed. I intend to talk with each
party individually to find out
what it will take to move these
talks forward and to urge greater
flexibility and a willingness to
compromise to get back to the
bargaining table."

Herman told NBC's "Meet the
Press" on Sunday, "The president recognizes that these are serious issues: the nature of pantime work, pension protection for
American workers. These are all
issues that we care about."
The issue of striker replacement has threatened to escalate
tensions.
"I can't promise anything,"
UPS Vice Chairman John Alden
said today on ABC's "Good
Morning America" when asked if
UPS would hire replacements for
strikers. "Right now we have no
plans to hire people.

Shuttle crew talks with youngsters
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.
(AP) — The crew of the space
shuttle Discovery chatted with
youngsters at a space camp today
and ran more tests with their new
robot arm.
Canadian astronaut Bjarni
Tryg,gvason told students at a
space camp in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, that he had some
space motion sickness after he arrived in orbit last week, along
with a little back pain because of
his elongated spine, a normal occurrence in weightlessness.
Tryggvason said he's had fabulous views of Montreal, Calgary, Vancouver and the Great
Lakes from 184 miles up.
"It looks just as pretty from
space, maybe a little prettier than
it does when you're looking at it
from the ground," he told the
students.
In addition to today's tests
with the 5-foot robot arm, designed for precision space station

work, the crew also fixed a prob- so Davis and crewmate Stephen
lem with a laser experiment.
Robinson had to stan over. EvThe crew used the arm Sunday erything else went well.
to move a box and open a door in
Similar computer problems
the cargo bay. Despite some slowed Friday's test.
snags, the remote-control work
The U.S.-Canadian crew of six
went much more smoothly than
also
spent Sunday's fourth day in
the first tryout two days earlier.
"A few surprises, but the arm space working with a vibrationflew really well," said astronaut isolating device and maintaining
a safe yet communicative disJan Davis.
This is the orbital debut of the tance from an environmental
$100 million Japanese arm, a pro- satellite.
Trailing the space shuttle by 25
totype for a planned international
space station. Astronauts could miles to 50 miles, the satellite is
avoid risky, time-consuming measuring 18 atmospheric gases,
spacewalks by relying on such a including those responsible for
ozone depletion. As a bonus, scidevice.
The jointed, aluminum arm entists were trying to analyze- a
with three so-called fingers had 5-mile-high cloud from a volcano
little trouble unbolting and lifting on the Caribbean island of
1 2 -foot box from its mounting Montserrat.
a 1/
brackets, and moving the box
The German -built satellite is
back and forth.
supposed to spend nine days flyBut during the door-opening
ing free of Discovery. The astrotest, crossed computer signals
nauts will retrieve it Saturday for
turned the emergency brake on,
the trip home.

'31011•1 Orr

"It's my great hope that this is a
fluke that will never reoccur."
In the police account of the
shooting, Fisher was one of three
passengers who tried to run away
when Sgt. Randy Hickerson
pulled over a speeding car early
Sunday. Fisher was wearing a
bulletproof vest and repeatedly
resisted arrest, including the use
of pepper spray. Nickerson shot
at him twice; one shot was deflected off the vest and the other
hit Fisher in the chest.
Police said Nickerson immediately tried to revive Fisher.
Witness accounts said Fisher
was squirted with pepper spray
and shot after he was handcuffed,
and that officers waited before attempting resuscitation.
"He was handcuffed and they
were beating him with a billy
club," said Margaret Turner, who
witnessed the shooting.
Fisher died later at General

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

Hospital on what had been his
23rd birthday.
Fisher was a suspect in the
June 22 shooting death of Michael Bradley. Nickerson, a nineyear police veteran on administrative leave pending an investigation, was unaware of that when
he chased Fisher, police said.
The crowd that had formed after the shooting eventually dispersed and police left. Police later returned and found Dollar
General in flames.
Dollar, in the process of moving its headquarters to Nashville
from Scottsville, Ky., has 2,860
stores in 24 states. The Nashville
store was one of three placed in
underprivileged neighborhoods.
Turner said he will decide
whether to rebuild after consulting with his board and the
YWCA, the partner in the jobtraining program, which had 25
current participant.s.

Van accident kills
cheerleader, coach
CRAWFORDV1LLE, Ga.(AP)
— College cheerleaders in a
hurry to get to a training camp
flipped their van after it blew a
tire, killing the coach and a
cheerleader and injuring eleven
others.
Male and female cheerleaders
from the State University of West
Georgia were traveling early Sunday to a cheerleading camp in
Myrtle Beach, S.C., to prepare
for the Aug. 28 season opener.
The van turned over while going more than 90 mph on Interstate 20, said Georgia State Patrol
Sgt. David Cody.
The coach and driver, Stephanie Suzanne Shaw, 27, and Deandie Hamilton, 20, were killed in
the crash. The others were injured when they were ejected
from the van, said Trooper Charles Ardister.
"She ran off the road ... and
when she got back on to the interstate, she couldn't hold it and
the van flipped over," Ardister
said. "No one had seat belts on."
Two were listed in critical condition today and five were in fair
condition at Medical College of

sr.

3

Georgia hospital in Augusta.
Another was in critical condition
at another area hospital. Reports
on the remaining cheerleaders
were not available.
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Personal Check Advance
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account we will give you cash
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Our Service is Quick, Easy dc Confidential

WE WILL TURN NO ONE AWAY
Social Security
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'Where there is no vision, the people perish.'
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS,

FROM OUR READERS
Teen Center will help youth
Dear Editor:
No matter what size the community is, or what year it is, the
familiar lament from the youth is that "There is nothing to do and
I'm bored." Boredom can lead to trouble. This fact is very well
documented through history. Youth need adequate choices and
options.
The Murray Family YMCA is offering the youth of the community a safe and fun option, with the grand opening of the Teen Center at 1510 Chestnut Street on Saturday, Aug. 16. This center will
be fully staffed during its hours of operation so that the teens will
be able to interact, study and play in a supervised facility. In addition, help will be available for students who have homework. Instead of children coming home to an empty house, the center wilt
be open from 3 p.m. to 8 p.m. Monday through Thursday and-fiCojn
3 p.m. to 9 p.m. on Friday and Saturday.
The grand opening celebration will give the community an opportunity to "check us out" and see if this center will fit your
needs. This center will offer a solution to the "I'm bored" statement. The teen center will enhance the community of Murray for
the youth of today and the future citizens of tomorrow.
The board and staff of the Murray Family YMCA invites community parents and teens to stop by on Saturday, Aug. 16 from 3
p.m. to 9 p.m. The center will be officially open after school beginning Monday, Aug. 18.
Robert Billington
Chief Volunter Officer
Murray Family YMCA
209 N. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
August 3 — The Oregonian, Portland, on gun control:
It's time to pick a fight with the pro-gun extremists.
To hear the most radical elements on the gun-ownership side
talk, any concern about gun violence is part of a vast plot to take
away everybody's right to own guns.
That allegation is only one of several ridiculous assertions with
which fanatic anti-gun-control zealots bombard the public. ...
We have never suggested that the solution to America's gun
problem is to ban possession of guns, even handguns. ...
But we have had it with the people who have placed the false
idol ol gun ownership above every other consideration of public
safety and responsibility. ...
Aug. 3 — Winston-Salem (N.C.) Journal, on nomination for
U.S. ambassador to Mexico:
It's too bad that former Massachusetts Gov. William Weld chose
to take Sen. Jesse Helms' unfavorable assessment of Weld's qualifications to be U.S. ambassador to Mexico personally.
Helms and Weld have clashed before. And Helms, who wears his
conservative ideology on his sleeve, was simply getting back at
Weld for his unflattering remarks about Helms' tenure as chairman
of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee by indulging in a little
ideological warfare with Weld over Weld's approval of using marijuana medically and distributing clean needles to drug addicts to
limit the spread of AIDS.
In Helms' eyes, these positions made Weld soft on drug abuse,
which Helms viewed as inappropriate for a U.S. ambassador to
Mexico, where bilateral cooperation in controlling drug traffic at
the U.S.-Mexican border is a major diplomatic issue.
Weld's determination to take on Helms publicly in what many
see as a fight that will have a major impact on which faction controls the Republican Party may say more about his diplomatic qualifications than Helms has. On paper Weld is eminently qualified as
ambassador to Mexico. He even has the tough-on-drugs credentials
from his days with the Department of Justice.
But diplomacy is in some ways a lot like poker; as the song says,
"You've got to know when to hold 'cm, know when to fold 'em."
Weld appears to be bluffing with a transparently weak hand. ...

1

July 30 — The Herald, Everett, Wash., on the budget
agreement:
Good deal.
The budget agreement represents real progress for the nation. After a generation without a balanced federal budget, the new plan
promises to match spending with revenues.
That won't happen for five years. Future sessions of Congress
will have to stick to the deal. But the progress already made toward
a balanced budget gives weight to the promises by both congressional Republicans and the Democratic president. Already, the
budget is less than 1 percent out of balance, a huge improvement
over the not-so-distant past.
The tax cuts in the budget provide justifiable relief to everyday
Americans. As the details arc discussed, there will be plenty of criticism over various details, including the capital gains tax cuts. But
the package is a compromise that, on balance, should stand up well
to close examination. ...

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents arc welcome rd encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Forum" page by writing letters to the editor. We print
letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following
guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the writer's
address and telephone number included in case verification is necessary (telephone numbers will not he published). Leiters must not be
more than 500 words. Letters should be typewritten and double-spaced
if possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and to
limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.

Health care leaves legislators ill
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) —
The subject of health care leaves
many Kentucky politicians feeling sick.
It's a fractured problem with a
tortured history that began,
largely, in 1994 when then-Gov.
Brereton Jones forced health-care
reform down the throats of legislators who have been gagging on
it ever since.
Jones put together and won
passage for legislation reforming
the entire health care system. But
two years later, in 1996, the legislature began dismantling the
parts that really dealt with health
care reform — practice parameters, a health policy board — and
left in place a jumbled set of
rules for health insurance.
Since then, in a wave that appears suspiciously coordinated,
some insurance companies have
quit selling certain kinds of
coverage, rates have gone
through the roof and companies
have made a point of passing the
alarm on to customers.
Sen. Benny Ray Bailey, DHindman, a thorn in the paw of
the health care industry for years,
thinks he knows the reason.
"When insurance companies
tell you it's not the money, it's
the money," Bailey said last
week.
What to do about it, though, is

know whether we'll see. that by
September or not."
Bailey, half-seriously, promised he would sponsor legislation
to change health insurance laws if
companies could guarantee price
reductions as a result.
"People have to understand
that, if they believe there's something that anybody's going to do

CAPITOL IDEAS

Mark R. Chellgren
An Associated Press News Analysts
like trying to find a cure for the
common cold. And legislators
would just as soon not have to
mess with it at all.
"They need to come up with
some sort of compromise," said
Senate Democratic Floor Leader
David Karem of Louisville. "If
the industry is serious about
wanting changes, then they have
got to work with the legislature,
governor, consumer groups, with
everybody working to try to
come
up
with
some
compromises."
Senate President Larry Saunders agreed on the state of the debate following a meeting with
Gov. Paul Patton last week.
"They just, at this point, don't
have an agreement among themselves as to what they would recommend to us for us to go talk
to members to see whether or not
they'll buy into it or not," Saunders said.
Some legislators have cried
wolf. House Majority Floor

Leader Greg Stumbo, as a part of
his effort to derail higher education reform, insisted that it was
health care that needed fixing by
a special session. And Patton told
legislators he has set aside the
latter part of August and all of
September for a special session.
September may be a critical
time because of what appears
likely to happen in October.
Many of the health insurance policies issued under old rules that
restricted some prices and mandated coverage will expire. A
collective case of sticker shock is
expected.
But legislators say that's nothing new.
"We don't know what the
rates will do in October," Saunders said. "It appears to me that
insurance rates seem to always go
up. Part of what we would try to
do is to maybe slow down the escalation. But the question is how
do you do that? We haven't seen
the consensus yet and I don't

that is going to reduce or roll
back rates, it's a mirage," Karem
said.
Bailey warned there would be
political repercussions if legislators arrive in Frankfort in September, pass laws on health insurance, then go home and have
to listen to constituents complain
about rate increases.
"It's real hard to run and be
elected and say, 'I helped insurance companies make more money,— Bailey said.
Legislators are looking for a
restorative that they know won't
really make anybody feel good.
Only better.
"The burden is on the, from
my perspective, the industry and
the consumer groups to continue
pursuing some sort of compromise where everybody has a little
bit of pain," Karem said.
Mark R. Chellgren is the
Frankfort correspondent for
The Associated Press.

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
July 26 — The Register-Guard, Eugene, Ore., on Justice
Brennan influence:
The single quality that embodies William Brennan Jr.'s contribution to American jurisprudence is confidence. Brennan was confident in the power of the law to advance the interests of the people,
and confident in his own ability to persuade his colleagues to adopt
his point of view. Before he died (July 24) at age 91 he had been
called the most influential associate justice in the history of the
U.S. Supreme Court, and that judgement seems likely to stand. ...
Brennan believed the Constitution belongs to the people living
under it and rejected the idea that legal interpretations should hinge
upon the presumed intentions of its 18th-century authors. "We current justices read the Constitution the only way we can:-as 20th-

century Americans," he said. But as the legal pendulum swung
rightward under Chief Justice William Rehnquist, Brennan began to
find himself more often in the minority. Even then, however, Brennan's influence remained powerful — both in the force of his dissents and in his frequent ability to enlist four colleagues in support
of his position.
When he retired in 1990 due to poor health, Brennan said he
hoped his legacy would be one of "interpreting the Constitution
and federal laws to make them responsive to the needs of the people whom they were intended to benefit and serve. This legacy can
and will withstand the test of time." His words expressed not only
the confidence he felt in his own work, but in the possibility of
justice for self-governing people.

Albright gets first real test
By LAURA MYERS
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — On
the world's stage, Secretary of
State Madeleine Albright has
played Moscow and Massachusetts, Malaysia and Michigan.
All are likely to prove mere diplomatic tryouts compared to her
coming debut in the Middle East.
More than six months into her
job, Albright's proposed lateAugust foray to the perpetually
tumultuous region is seen by
many as the first true test of her
outspoken — sometimes outrageous — style.
"She's damn good at the PR.
Whether she's good on the substance remains to be seen," said
Lawrence Eagleburger, a former
secretary of state.
In her travels, Albright has
donned a flak jacket in Bosnia,
visited a war crimes tribunal in
The Hague, pressed human rights
in Beijing and promoted American foreign policy at home in the
United States.
She wooed Boris Yeltsin in
Moscow, boycotted the first session of Hong Kong's new Chinaled legislature, celebrated NATO
expansion in eastern Europe and
opened a U.S. consulate in Ho
Chi Minh City, the former Saigon, Vietnam.
Yet from the time President
Clinton nominated her, a defining
question has lingered: Is Albright
better at selling U.S. strategy
than forming it, especially outside Europe, her academic speciality and homeland?
Albright. U.S. representative at
the United Nations for four years
before her appointment to head
the State Department, bristles at
such suggestions.
"This assumption is actually
not correct," she told reporters
with her at a Southeast Asian
conference in Kuala Lumpur,

Commentary
Malaysia. "I do happen to be
European by background. However, I was a professor of international relations and a student of
communist systems my entire
life. So I have spent much more
time thinking about Asia than
you might know."
She had a similarly stern reply
when asked, on the day two suicide bombers killed 15 people in
a Jerusalem market, why she
hadn't become "personally involved" to save the fastdeteriorating Middle East peace
process.
"Let me make this clear: I am
directly involved in this," she
said. "I have been since I became secretary of state. I've met
with every Middle Eastern leader
that has anything to do with
this.
Nt,
o— however, on their home
ground as secretary of state.
Albright announced Wednesday she will go to the Middle
East at the end of this month, if
security permits, so "we can be
with them at the table."
Unlike other sticky U.S. foreign policy challenges, the intractable Middle East doesn't lend itself to easily articulated soundbite solutions, something
Albright is known for.
The Clinton administration
wanted Albright to visit the region only when it felt certain that
such a trip would further peace.
Until that time, it *as content to
let the State Department's Middle
East expert, Dennis Ross, do the
groundwork overseas.
The administration also wanted
to avoid a repeat of the frequent
and often fruitless shuttling of
Albright's predecessor, Warren
Christopher.

Now, with the long-stalled
peace process torn asunder by the
July 30 double-suicide bombing
in Jerusalem, the administration
decided an Albright mission is
warranted.
At the weekend, with Ross en
route to Jerusalem, regional
peace prospects came into even
more flux. Israeli jets raided a
suspected Palestinian guerrilla
base in Lebanon and the hometown of a Lebanese leader of the
Iranian-backed Amal faction of
the Islamic militant Hezbollah
group. The first raid, on Friday,
followed by hours an artillery attack on northern Israel from
Israel.
Albright has set for herself a
stiff challenge: Get the Israelis
and Palestinians past the current
"crisis in confidence" and into
talks about reaching a final settlement earlier than the agreed May
1999 deadline.
Albright promoters inside and
outside the administration don't
question her effectiveness or resolve, including Senate Foreign
Relations Chairman Jesse Helms,
R-N.C. He's called her "a courageous lady."
"She has approached her work
with a high energy level," said
Sen. Richard Lugar, R-Ind., a
foreign policy expert. "She may
be more dramatic in presentation
than other secretaries of state.
And the fact that she's a woman
has not been lost, but it has not
been important. Maybe the greatest tribute to her is that she has
been taken seriously from the
beginning."

In a skit at the Association of
Southeast Asian Nations conference in Malaysia in late July, Albright displayed her selfconfidence by singing a satiric —
and off-key — version of "Don't
Cry for Me, Argentina," playing
Madonna playing Eva Peron.
Her foreign minister colleagues
applauded wildly, but their good
feelings for her didn't necessarily
translate into good feelings for
U.S. policy.
The next day, Domingo L. Siazon Jr., foreign minister of the
Philippines, a close U.S. ally, criticized Albright for scoring
ASEAN "at high-level decibels"
for bringing Burma's repressive
military rulers into the
organization.
Eagleburger, President Bush's
secretary of state in 1992, gave
this review: "She certainly has a
style, but I kind of wish she
would not spend her time singing
at conferences. I'm glad it went
over well, but ..."
He broke off, then added:
"Maybe I'm too old-fashioned."
Some of Albright's former colleagues at Georgetown University
say she's not a deep diplomatic
thinker — no Henry Kissinger.
But few of the 63 American secretaries of state have been great
strategists, and a fellow female
foreign policy maven suggests
Albright will make her mark.
"She's going to be there
awhile," said leant Kirkpatrick,
former U.S. ambassador to the
United ,Nations. "Already, she's
made some impressive
achievements."
EDITOR'S NOTE — Lawn
Myers covers foreign affairs for
The Arachnid Prom aid has
traveled with the secretary Eif
state.
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Support group for blind has helped visual impaired
by John Glisson,
continue to work toward changing
NFB President
what it means to be blind or visually
National Federation of the
impaired.
Blind of Murray
The initial goals of the group
lam writing this to share with our
remain the same. They are to create
community a glimpse of the nature
an atmosphere conducive to support
of things within NFB Murray and a
counseling, to raise awareness abglimpse of the bright future for
out blindness issues, to educate
persons with visual challenges. Thabout blindness and dispel myths,to
ose of you who have followed the
facilitate a greater inclusion into
progression of events pertaining to
community activity, to promote soindividuals who are blind or viscial development,to provide leaderually impaired in and around Mur- ship development opportunity, and
ray have noted the Support Group
to carry out fund raising activity to
for the Blind forming in September
finance these objectives. The
of 1991 as a support counseling
group's focus remains a local thrust
group.
with the national affiliation simply
Many people with visual impairincreasing strength toward meeting
ments and their family members and
the goals. Group members and
friends have been associated with
associates have the opportunities to
the group with positive experiences. attend monthly meetings, social
Support groups remain active to
functions, training sessions, and
meet needs, and as needs are met, other such activities locally, state
individuals move on to growth in
wide, and nationally. A review of
other areas of their lives.
July's activities can provide an overIndividuals have come and gone
view of the "nature of things" within
through the initial efforts of the
the National Federation of the Blind
support counseling group. People
of Murray.
have found friends who will assist
June ended and July began with
with demands of daily life. Mem- seven members of our local group
bers have received strength to make
attending the National Federation of
vocational decisions and move into
the Blind national convention
employment. A great wealth of
which was held in New Orleans
resources pertaining to adaptations during the week of the Fourth of
necessary and other blindness issues July. This was a great opportunity
have been discovered and shared. A
for our members to travel, meet new
cohesive working group of indivifriends, develop personal growth
duals who are visually challenged
and leadership skills, and generally
and their family members and
reach, in part,some of all the group
friends have developed from these
objectives. Being among 3,307 perfew years of support group activity. sons with visual impairments of all
A certain core group of individudegrees automatically dispels the
als have carried the group from its
myth that "I'm the only one"! Seemoriginal counseling atmosphere to a ingly endless resource materials and
working community organization
equipment were displayed and.
and recently to an important compo- available for purchase. The organinent of a national organization. zational abilities of the national
Persons from throughout the Purchleaders magnificently exemplified a
ase Area have been affiliated with
role model for which all should
this group, yet the group strength
strive, blind or not. •
originates from right here locally in
Reporting the adventures of New
Calloway and Marshall County. Orleans could grow into a length
Our community can take pride in the
that is not practical here. Grab a
citizens who have worked diligently
member of NFB Murray and ask
to increase the positive that indivi- about the national convention. Of
duals who are blind or visually course, the fund raising attempts of
impaired can experience and will
the group during the Freedom Fest
continued at home in Murray as

usual with the help of volunteers
operating the street fair booth. After
a little rest during the second week
of July, several group members
attended the Governor's Statewide
Independent Living conference in
Bowling Green for three days. During this conference, group members
were afforded the opportunity to
associate with and learn from approximately 200 persons having all
types of physical challenges. Training sessions pertaining to blindness
issues existed along with sessions
concerning the needs of individuals
with varying types of disabilities
across the state. NFB Murray, Murray Transit Association, and the
Center for Accessible Living all
worked together to make this conference reality for several members
of our community.
To conclude July's activities,
NFB Murray,Center for Accessible
Living, and West Kentucky Assistive Technology Consortium joined
with Lexington Kentucky's Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)
Action Network in conjunction with
Atlanta Georgia's southeastern
ADA headquarters along with
Purchase Area businesses and community members to sponsor the
ADA Breaking Barriers three day
training workshop and celebration
of the signing of the ADA on July
26, 1990. A great line-up of speakers from Lexington, Atlanta, Louisville,and Murray State were present
to share their expertise. There was a
great learning experience at the
Robert Cherry Civic Center in Paducah on July 22, 23, - 24. Again,
persons with varying types of disabilities joined to learn, share experiences with barriers to individual
progress, and develop plans of action that will assist in making our
communities more "user friendly"
places to live and contribute.
NFB Murray! Who are we? We
are a group.of community people
that have come together through a
common bond and that share a
common vision for our community.
What do we do? We meet. We plan.
We work. We learn. We have fun.
We educate. We help. We do all the

things others in communities do.
We sometimes go at those things
differently from others, but then
again, all do things differently, right
down to the one who places the
silverware in the drainer handle first

as opposed to that one who puts
them in the other way. The group
welcomes all who experience visual
disability,their family members and
friends, and persons within the
community with genuine concerns

Virtually Undetectable Hearing Aids
Now there is an exciting new generation of hearing instruments
so small that even those closest to you may not know that
you're wearing hearing aids at all!

Ultra-CIC
Completely-In-Canal
ADVANTAGES OF ULTRA CIC
1. Nearly Invisible
2. Excellent High Quality Sound I
3. Automatic Volume Adjustments
4, Less Wind Noise
5. Works Well With Telephone
DEMONSTRATION OF NEW TECHNOLOGY
Our licensed and board certified professional staff has received
extensive training in the newest technology available today. They
will be happy to demonstrate the new ULTRA CIC technology.
Hear for yourself how great the ULTRA CIC sounds when
compared to other hearing aids. '
HEARING AIDS ON SALE
During August, the ULTRA CIC is
available at a Special discounted
price. In addition, receive an extended two year warranty. Hurry...this offer expires 8-31-97

(502) 753-8055

Vicki Oliver
Hearing Instrument Specialist

Station to
lead tours
The Nature Station will lead two
evening van tours of the Elk &
Bison Prairie at TVA's Land Between The Lakes National Recreation Area in August.
The van tours offer visitors a
chance to tour LBL's prairie restoration at a time of day, when it's
normally closed to the public.
"During the hot summer months,
wildlife such as elk and deer tend to
hide out during the heat of the day,
venturing out at dusk and early
evening. So these van trips offer a
better chance of seeing wildlife than
if you toured the prairie on your
own during the day," said Peggy
Gray, LBL education specialist.
During the van tours,LBL's interpreters tell the story of the region's
native prairie, its destruction, and
the restoration project underway at
LBL.
"It's fascinating and thorough
look at a habitat which once thrived
in this region," said Gray."And it's
always fun when one catches a
glimpse of wildlife!"
"Evening At The Prairie" will be
held Friday, Aug. 15 and again
Friday, Aug. 29. Both programs run
from 8:30 a.m.-10 p.m.. The programs meet and depart from the
Golden Pond Visitor Center.
Program fee is $2, ages 5-12 and
$4. ages 13 & up. Reservations are
required; for more information or to
reserve your spot, call (502) 9242020 weekdays from 8 a.m.-4:30
p.m.

NO EQUITY REQUIRED

BILLS

BILLS

BILLS
CONSOLIDATE
$10,000 - $1101mo
to

$50,000 - $550/mo
1 -800-228-9052
Homeowners Only

NATIONWIDE
LENDING CORPORATION

Holland Tire Co.
East Main • 753-5606

FIRESTONE • BF GOODRICH

Outside Murray

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-949-5728

GENERAL • MICHELIN

Open Saturdays Until Noon

about blindness issues. And I, personally, am very proud of our
community for the welcome that is
growing more prevalent toward those of us who are physically or
mentally different.

cf

STONE-LANG CO

•

,
21 HEARING REHABILIATION
206 South 4th • Murray

"SINCE 1876 - A NAME YOU CAN TRUST"
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Your Visa chocktard works like a check.
Use it instead of a check. Everywhere Visa
is accepted.

It's more convenient
Why carry (ash when you can carry the Visa check
card! It's safer and more convenient than carryint:
cash. And it's accepted at more places, for more pur
chases than any other card in the world. That makes
it especially valuable when you travel!

Whether you're shopping around the corner or
around the world, the Visa® check card is the easy
way to pay right from your checking account. Just
think of it as an ATM card and your checkbo4 all
rolled into one.

It's welcome.

Because it carries the Visa symbol, our Visa check
card works like a check anywhere your Visa card is
welcome—over 12 million locations around the world!
You can use it for everyday things—like dry cleaning,
lunch, or department store purchases. Or use it to buy
gifts or to place catalog orders. Just present your card at
the time orpurchase, and the amount will automatically
he deducted from your checking account.

It still works as an ATM card. But it does so
much more.
It's the most convenient card to keep in your wallet.
You can still use it to get cash at over 250,000
Visa/PLUS® Network ATMs. You can still use it for
trips to the grocery store or gas station. But now you
can Use it in more ways, at more places, and for more
things than ever before.

It works just like a check, only faster.

-

Using the Visa check card is hassle-free. There's no
checkbodt to carry. No check to write. No ID to
show. No waiting tor check approval. So you're in
and out of stores in no time.

It's easier.

It makes record-keeping simple and accurate. Because
every time you use your Visa check card to make a
purchase, you get a signed receipt. Then,on your
monthly checking account statement, every purchase
will he detailed—with the amount, merchant's name,
and location. It makes it simple to keep track of how
much you're spending.

Our Visa check card is made for your busy ljtestyl,
Check it out for yourself. You'll be surprised to find
out how many everyday purchases can be made with
your check card instead of a check! If you already
have a Visa check card, start using it for your everyda‘
purchases. If you don't have one, request one now. It's
that easy—just call or visit your local branch.

Visa check card.
It's the card that works like a check.
All over the world.

PeoplesBank
Of Murray,Kentu
"The 1 lometown Iuik
Mamba FDIC

Mows 7son apro
L wino Shown
Biased on 11 99% 20 r
Town at 12 29% APS
ORE IC 901220973
(ADO.*

Main Office: 5th & Main • North Branch 12th & Chestnut • South Branch: 12th & Story • Kroger Money Market Center
MSII Teller Machine: Curris Center • MCCH Teller Machine Murray-Calloway County Hospital • Phone: 767-BANK.
INFOLINE: 800-811-8157
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Softball meeting on Tuesday
Youth Softball Association will meet Tuesday, Aug. 12, at 6 p.m.
in the Barkley Room of Curris Center, Murray State University. All
parents and coaches are urged to attend.

Alzheimer's meeting Tuesday
Alzheimer's Disease Educational/Support Group will meet Tuesday, Aug. 12, at 4:30 p.m. in the board room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Cindy Ragsdale, LSW, director of Social Work
Services at MCCH, will speak about "Understanding Difficult Behaviors." For more information call Joretta Randolph at 753-5561, or
Ragsdale at 762-1100.

•
••

Cardiac Support Group to meet
Cardiac Support Group will meet Tuesday, Aug. 12, at 10 a.m. in
the private dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Helpful nutrition information for those with cardiovascular disease will
be by Rebecca Wright, R.D. For more information call Shirley
Lynch R.N., 762-1170.

Mr. and Mrs. Harold Houston in 1997

Mr. and Mrs. Harold Houston in 1947

East Elementary plans event

Anniversary reception will be held Saturday

East Elementary School will have Back-to-School Night for
Grades 1 through 5 (P2-5th) tonight (Monday) at 6:30 p.m. Parents
should meet in the school cafeteria.

Mr. and Mrs. Harold Houston of Murray. will celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary on Saturday, Aug. 16.
A reception, hosted by their children, will be from 2 to 4 p.m. in the Community Room of North Branch of Peoples Bank of Murray. All
relatives and friends are invited to attend. The couple requests guests not bring gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Houston were married Aug. 16, 1947, by Dr. Henry Franklin Paschall at his home in Hazel.
Mrs. Houston, the former Maxine Elkins, is the daughter of the late Walter Elkins and Estelle Evans Elkins. She currently is a volunteer with
Murray-Calloway County Need Line.
Mr. Houston is the son of Mrs. Jetta Houston and the late Elbert Houston. He is a retired farmer and is presently employed by Peoples Bank
of Murray.
They are the parents of three children, Rex Houston of Murray, Annette Haneline of Clarksville, Tenn., and Phil Houston of Springfield,
Tenn. Their grandchildren are April Haneline and Amanda Haneline.

$500"
$30000+

BONUS BALL #2

Builds Weekly!

Ladies' day activities will be at
the Oaks Country Club on Wednesday, Aug. 13.
Golf play with Anna Lou Coleman as hostess will start at 9 a.m.
Pairings will be made at the tee.
Bridge will be played at 9:30
a.m.

Every Tuesday Evening 7pm
Cards starting
K of C Hall, Squire Hale Road
at $10.00
-- ALL PROCEEDS GO TO CHARITY --

Plays 12
Games

Featuring nightly specials at St per card or $2 for three Special carry over 7 4
Refreshments candy and FREE popcorn served

+ r

1

OPENING 1997
84 Utterback Rd. • Murray, KY

Hickory Woods
Retirement Center

The very BEST in Retirement
and Assisted Living
Contact Katherine Morris 502-753-5339 at
HICKORY WOODS Marketing Office, Hwy. 121
By-Pass, Murray, KY (Between Curves and
Oakwood Studio, across from
Hickory Log Bar-B-Que Restaurant.)
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LINDSAY McNUTT, a 1997 graduate of Murray High School, has
been awarded the highest freshman music scholarship from the
University of Tennessee at Martin.
This award was based on her audition, ,outstanding background
and accomplishments, according
to Dr. Donald Anthony, director of
bands. She is the daughter of Ron
and Debby McNutt of Murray.

\\\ x\\

North Elementary School Back to School and open house will be
Tuesday, Aug. 12, from 3 to 6 p.m. New students will be registered.
Also previous students need to come to meet the students and teachers and fill out forms for the new school year.

East council plans meeting
East Elementary School Site-based
meet Tuesday, Aug. 12, at 5 p.m. in
include introduction of new faculty
Student Handbook, District Student
work. The public is invited.

HI-ENERGY WEIGHT CONTROL CENTER
FOR BOTH MEN S WOMEN
767-0780
'

Car

THEOS, a support group for widowed men and women, will meet
Tuesday, Aug. 12, at 2 p.m. in Annex of Calloway County Public
Library. Opal Howard will present the program. All interested persons are invited. The group will go later to eat at Sirloin Stockade.
This is a mutual self-help group which has provided a supportive,
educational and non-sectarian spiritual program for the widowed
since 1962. For information call Lillian Steele, 753-2875, Reita
Moody, 753-0172, Opal Howard, 753-1998, or Karen Isaacs,
753-2411.
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Back to School dance Tuesday
Murray Country Club will host the High School Back to School
Dance for grades 9 to 12 on Tuesday, Aug. 12, from 9 to 11:30 p.m.
at poolside. Each member may invite up to five guests. Music will
be by the Corndog Sound and Light Show. There will be a $5 admission charge to cover music, pizza and drinks. In the event of rain,
the dance will be held in the club house. For more information call
Ruth Pickens, 753-8310.

Exp

Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday, Aug. 12,
at 7 p.m. at Weaks Community Center. This will be a birthday salad
potluck to celebrate August birthdays. The SOS is a nonprofit, nondenominational, support and social group for single adults, whether
always single, separated, divorced or widowed. For more information call Jane, 489-2046, or Sue, 489-2922.
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Touchdown Club to meet Monday
Calloway County Touchdown Club will meet tonight (Monday) at
6:45 p.m. at the football field house at Calloway County High
School. Plans for the coming football season will discussed. All persons interested in the football program at Calloway schools arc
urged to attend.
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Story Hours are scheduled
Story Hours will be held at the Calloway County Public Library
on Tuesday and Wednesday, Aug. 12 and 13, according to Sandy
Linn, youth services director for the library. The theme will be
"Squeakers." A special shorten version, Parents and Twos, designed
for children, age 2 accompanied by an adult, is at 9:30 a.m., and
Story Hour is at 10:30 a.m. on both days.

Murray Star Chapter will meet
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order of the Eastern Star will meet
Tuesday, Aug. 12; at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge hall on Highway 121
North at Johnny Robertson Road North. All members are urged to
attend.

SUBSCRIBE

Support Your
Local
Businesses.
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Scotts Grove
Baptist Church
Aug. 10 - Aug. 13
Evangelist:
Brother Terry Powell
•
..
..........11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
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N
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THEOS meeting on Tuesday

REVWAL

Call today for your FREE consultation
and lose 50 lbs. by Christmas!!
Call us today to find out how he did it!
?Y‘,41k
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Murray Country Club ladies will play bridge on Wednesday, Aug.
13, at 9:30 a.m. For reservations or cancellations call 753-8584.

r1

Jeff Garner
Of Paris, Tn.
Lost 38 Lbs.
and 363/4 In.

Decision Making Council will
the lounge. Agenda items will
members, committee reviews,
Handbook, PTA, and Home-

Murray ladies plan bridge

Winners of the Betty Sheppard
Ladies Golf Tournament on Wednesday, Aug. 6, have been announced as follows:
Championship flight - Vickie
McLeary and Mikki McLeary,
first; Faye Bundige and Linda
Brann and Tammy Gingles and
Donna Royolo, tied for second;
Carolyn Darnell and Patsy Neale,
third;
First flight - Linda Pate and
Susan Fisher, Marhta Farmer and
Beverly Soloman, Marsy Scott
and Waldean Siegfield, Mary Bogard and Lita Taylor, Jenean Garland and Mary Brown, Sue Stone
and Irene Woods, Jodie Butler
and Tresa Butler, and Diane Ballard and Gloria Calloway, all
tied;
Second flight - Gail Coursey
and Ann Coursey and Hilda Jackson and Verena Johnson, tied for
first; Pat Smiddy and Robbie
Danner, Sue Wells and Della
Miller, Sally Crass and Venela
Ward, and Peggy Dunker and
Freda Hines, tied for second; on
No. 3, Janice Johnson's drive was
the nearest to the pin; on No. 10,
Joan McCleay was nearest to the
pin;
Third flight -Lou Darnell and
Linda Scott, Crystal Parks and
Dot Finch, Fran Southern and
Sarah Phillips, Edith Garrison
and Toni Hopson, Joan Fowler
and Marilyn Hopson, and Martha
Warren and Shirley LaMastus, all
tied.
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If you need transportation, call
Toy Lee Barnett 759-1164

Bridal (Registry 0-‘;1
We are honored that
Tammy Washer
•
and
4
Todd Cothran
have joined
I
our bridal registry.
4 Tammy and Todd
will be married
4
September 20, 1997.
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Couple married 25 years

CALEND.AR

Tuesday, Aug. 12
Youth Softball Association/6
p.m./Barkley Room, Curris Center,
MSU.
Murray High School Athletic Booster
Club's annual Sports Kickoff banquet/
6:30 p.m./Ty Holland Stadium.
North Elementary School Back to
School and open house/3-6 p.m.

Tuesday, Aug. 12
East Elementary School SBDM
CounciU5 p.m./school lounge.
Murray Uons Club/6:30 p.m./Murray
Woman's Club House.
Calloway County Public Library Parents and Twos/9:30 a.m. and Story
Hour/10:30 a.m.; Star Trek Club/7 p.m.
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order
of the Eastern Star/7:30 p.m/Masonic
Hall.
THEOS Support Group for widowed
men and women/2 p.m./Calloway
County Public Library Annex.
Murray Art Guild open/10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Singles (SOS) birthday salad
potluck/7 p.m./Weaks Community
Center. Info/Jane, 489-2046 or
Sue/489-2922.
Murray Country Club Ladies'
Tennis/8:45 a.m.
Murray Country Club Back to School
Dance for grades 9 to 12 from 9-11:30
p.m. Each member may invite up to
five guests with $5 admission charge.
Info/753-8310.
Purchase Area Positive Christian
Singles/7
p.m
Info/Lucy/1-502-251-9621.
Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus
building.
Coffee Break/9:30 a.m./Martin's
Chapel United Methodist Church.
Murray TOPS Chapter/7 p.m./First
Presbyterian Church.
Hardin TOPS Chapter/6 p.m./Hardin
Library. Info/753-8966.
Dexter/senior activities/9:30 a.m.
Weaks Cantor/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Hazel Cantor/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Cardiac Support Group/1 0
a.m./private dining room, MCCH.
Info/762-1170.
Alzhelmer's Disease Education
meeting/4:30 p.m./board room of
MCCH. Info/762-1103 or 753-5561.
Health Express of MCCH/Burton's
Service Station, Lynnville/8:30-11:30
a.m; Tr -City Grocery/12:30-3 p.m.
West View Nursing Home Coffee
hour/10 a.m.; Bingo/10:30 a.m.;
Ceramics/3 p.m.; MSU Time/6:30 p.m.
AA closed discussion meeting/8
p.m./American Legion Hall.
Info/753-8136.
Coldwatar Church of Christ Ladies
Bible Class/10 a.m.
First United Methodist Church Quatars in social hall, 9:30 a.m.
Late registration for fall 1997 semester at Murray Stare University. Info/
762-3741.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum,
MSU/open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Curris Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
a.m.-10 p.m.
Eagle Gallery, Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m.
National Boy Scout Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m.

Carraway reunion held
The Carraway family reunion
was held July 3 to 6 with headquarters at Early American
Motel, Aurora.
Jerry and Melissa Stark hosted
a buffet dinner at their home on
July 4.
Gary and Faye Byers of Draffenville hosted a dinner at Willow Pond at Aurora.
The group enjoyed riding on a
pontoon on Saturday. Sunday the
group attended services at Friend-

ship Church of Christ.
Persons from Flolrida, Michigan and Kentucky attended the
event.
Carraway children attending
were Mrs. Wilma Carraway
Byers of Hardin, Mrs. Fannie
Mae Carraway Bowen of Dearborn, Mich., and Mrs. Rheda Bell
Carraway Steele of Florida. Unable to attend were Hugh Carraway of Richmond, Va., and Thomas Carraway of Baltimore, Md.

Express stops are listed
Murray-Calloway County Hospital Health Express will be offering blood pressure, pulse,

Ministerial
group to meet
The Murray-Calloway County
Ministerial Association will hold
its monthly meeting this month
on the fourth Wednesday, Aug.
27.
This will be a breakfast session
at 8 a.m. in Private Dining Room
#1 at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Dr. David Roos, retired pastor,
will coordinate a program on
"Jail Ministries Today" with
guest contributors participating.
The Rev, Mike Rumble, chaplain at the hospital, is president
of the association.

cholesterol and triglyceride
screenings at all of its stops during the month of August.
The laUer two screenings require a food fast (water only) for
14 hours and the charge is $15.
Also a Stool for Occult Blood
Screening Kit is availabe for $4.
Stops for Tuesday. Aug. 12,
will be at Burton's Service Station, Lynnville, from 8:30 to
11:30 a.m. and at Tr -City Grocery from 12:30 to 3 p.m.; on
Wednesday, Aug. 13, at Murray
Post Office from 8:30 to 11:30
a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m.; and on
Thursday, Aug. 14, OM)& W
Ceramics, Water Valley, from 9
to 11:30 a.m. and at Pilot Oak
Grocery from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m.
KEEP Til illEEN HUT mon
.....

Mwe

1 800-572-1717

C.K. (Bud) and Sallie Johnson of Murray will be married 25 years
on Aug. 19.
They were married Aug. 19, 1972, at St. John's Episcopal Church,
Louisville.
Mrs. Johnson, the former Sallie Harbin, is the daughter of Mrs.
Mary Ellen Harbin and the late John Harbin of Louisville. Mr. Johnson is the son of Charles and Mildred Johnson and the late Mary Kathryn Johnson of Georgetown.
They have two sons, Kent Johnson, Palm Harbor, Fla., and Brad
Johnson, Murray.

Kristie Lee Blakely
and Nathan Aaron Freeman

Blakely and Freeman
wedding to be Aug. 16

One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Thursday,
Aug. 7, have been released as
follows:

Newborn admissions
Jackson baby boy, parents, Krishna
and Lee Anthony, Hazel;
Burd baby girl mother, Amanda
Burd, Benton;
Moreland baby boy, parents, Cas'
sandra and Adam, Murray;
Webb baby girl, parents, Sue Ann
and Jeremy, Arlington;_
Givens baby boy, parents. Sandra
and Harold, Paducah.
Dismissals
Mrs. Anna Lou Cox, Benton; Randy
Lee Dawson, Almo;
Mrs. Lela York, Mrs. Eleanor Louise
D'Angelo, Eura Wallace Flood,
Mrs. Margaret Wells, and Mrs.
Verda Nell Culpepper, all of Murray.
Expiration
Stanford J. Schroader, Dexter, and
Mrs. Charlotte Elmore Board, Murray.

Newborn admissions
Payne baby boy, mother, Bonnie
Mimms, Murray.
Dismissals
Eugene Pace Gay, Hardin; Mrs. Lucille Beaman, Kirksey; Mrs. Virgie M
York, Benton;
Monte Lee Lackey, Paris, Tenn.;
Miss Shanna K. Baltbw, Fulton;
John L. Chadwick, Mrs. Louise
Jones Weatherly, Bobby Gene
Cochrum,
Karl J. Hoover, Ms. Dawn E. Dusza,
Andrew Garland Camfield, Ms. Nelda
Joyce Smith,
Mrs. Ila Nell West, Robert William
Davis, and Ryan Kelly Humphrey, all
of Murray.

Commercial Property
For Sale

ji11111 1111110MS
14' 4 Clescnut Street • 753-151

To Subscribe
To The
Ledger & Times
Call 753-1916

Now Accepting
All Types of Sewing
'Hems *Zippers
*Sleeves 'Waists

Alterations
For Ladies, Men
& Children

All-In-One
Sewing Center

753-3444
95 Chestnut St.
Industrial Road • Murray
8 a.m.-5 p.m. Mon.-Fri.

BAR-B-'
Large BBQ,
Fries &
Medium Drink

$399

FRIDAY NIGHT BUFFET&
I Bar-B-0 Ribs, Pond Raised Catfish Fillets, Fried 9
Chicken, Hickory Smoked Ham, Food Bar, Salad
Bar, Dessert Bar, Drink_

95

Monday-Friday 10:30 a.m.-8:30 p.m. • Sat. 11 a.m.-3:30 p.m.
hestnut St

Murray, Ky

753 0045

Need Room
For Your
Stuff?

OPENING
SOON

Adrian Adair
born July 4

•

Pier 1 Imports
is pleased to have
Stacey West
bride-elect of
David Hill
. .
foul our
bridal registry.

"Good Food At Reasonable Prices"
Great Weekly Specials

Five newborn admissions, dismissals and two expirations at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Wednesday, Aug. 6, have
been released as follows:

•
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OF PIER 1 IMPORTS

PUBLIC NOTICE

HOSPITAL REPORTS

Collin Seth Ambrose and
Kristy Rene' Richards of 1300
Poplar St., Murray, are the parents of a daughter, Adrian Adair,
born on Friday, July 4, 1997, at
2:12 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The baby weighed five pounds
six ounces and measured 18
inches.
Grandparents are Ronda! and
Anne Ambrose of Owensboro and
Pat and Debra Richards of
Fordsville.

Afirrrtut

Mr. and Mrs. Keith Covey of
410 South Sixth St., Murray, are
the parents of a daughter, Katelyn
Grace Covey, born on Saturday,
July 12, 1997, at 4:16 a.m. at
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed eight
pounds nine ounces and measured
21 inches. The mother is the former Glenda Brewer.
Grandparents are Mrs. Wanda
Brewer of Paducah, the late Glenis Brewer of Chicago, Ill., and
the late Vern and Grace Covey of
Murray.
Great-grandparents are Mrs.
Margaret Campbell of Hazard
and Lawson and Norma Ricketts
of Greenfield, Tenn.

Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Keys Blakely of Benton announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Kristic Lee
Blakely, to Nathan Aaron Freeman, son of Harrell Steven Freeman
and Mrs. Brenda Ann Owens of Benton.
Miss Blakely is the granddaughter of Mrs. Mary Blakely and the
late Keys Blakely of Murray and of Mr. and Mrs. James Callaway of
Union Point, Ga.
Mr. Freeman is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Harrell C. Freeman
and Mr. and Mrs. Thomas McMurtry, all of Calvert City.
The bride-elect is a 1997 graduate of Marshall County High School
and is employed by B & V Enterprises of Murray.
The groom -elect is a 1995 graduate of Marshall County High
School and is employed by Bearden Construction, Paducah.
The wedding will be Saturday, Aug. 16, at 2 p.m. at Hardin Baptist
Church. The Rev. Ricky Cunningham will officiate.
A reception will immediately follow the ceremony.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend.

•

Price Just Reduced Substantially
Large Commercial Building - Includes office space, kitchen,
bath & storage w/central gas heat/air. Parking in front & back
of building. Excellent location close to Super Wal-Mart.
#3000869

/

Katelyn G.
Covey born

EASTSIDE BP
STORAGE

Full Day Educational
Preschool Program

1 1 x30 - 10 ft. Door
10x10 - 8 ft. Door
5x10 - 3 ft. Door

Ages 0-5

Call For Openings

753-5227

753-6266

109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071

119 E. Main St. • Murray
•

•
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• •
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Cheaper By The 1/2 Dozen
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Monday, Aug. 11
Calloway County Fire Protection Distnct No. 2 at Pottertown station/7 p.m.
Emotions Anonymous/6:30
p.m./Calloway Health Center.
Info/753-6684.
National Fedaration of the Blind of
Murray/6 p.m./home of Mr. and Mrs.
Jackie Kimbro. Info/753-1161.
Calloway County Republican Party/7
p.m./Calloway Public Library.
Independent Christian Singles potluck meeting/7 p.m./First Assembly of
God, Mayfield. Info/Nancy, 762-0231,
or Eugene, 753-6718.
Kentucky Barkley Bass n Gals/7
p
Parents Anonymous/6 p.m.
Info/753-0082.
Hazel Guitar/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m. for
senior citizens' activities.
Woaks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m. for
senior citizens' activities.
East Elementary School back-toschool night for Grades 1-5 at 6:30
p m.
Calloway County High School men's
and women's soccer events/5 p.m.
Callow•y County Touchdown
Club/6:45 p m./field house at CCHS.
First Place orientation/7
p.m./Westside Baptist Church.
Murray Middle School open
house/6-8:30 p.m.
Murray High School freshmen orientation and registration/7 p.m.
First United Methodist Church Apple
Pie Brigade/1:30 p.m.; Reach-Out
Callers 1 1/2 p.m.
First Baptist Church Betty Sledd
Group w/Pam Williams/7 p.m.
First Christian Church Boy Scout
Troop 77 at 630 p.m.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Ov•r•at•rs Anonymous/7:30
p.m./MCC Hospital. Info/753-7490.
AA closed special interest meeting/8
p.m./American Legion Building.
Info/759-9882.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum,
MSU/open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Curris Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
a.m.-10 p.m.
Eagle Gallery, Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU/open 8 a.m.-6 p.m.
PAL (Purchase AIDS Unk) Support
Group/7 p.m./Lourdes Hospital, Paducah, Info/1-502-444-2685.
Epilepsy Foundation of Western
Kentucky Self-Help Group/7
p.m./basement classroom, Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.

20% Off

Pairs $
Ladies
Shoes

Selected Group of
Nurses Uniforms

Bring family, neighbors and friends and split the cost!

Sorry, no layaways or exchanges
on sale Items.

Factory Discount Shoes
and

KOPFSRUD
753-1222

Nurse's Uniforms
Open Mon.-Sat. 9-6 (Fridays 'tit 8) Sundays 1-6
Downtown on Court Square • Murray • 753-9419

711 Main
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Racers battle
rain to open
football drills
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Persistent rain and cool temperatures greeted the Murray State
Racer football team as the twotime defending Ohio Valley Conference champions kicked off
summer drills on Saturday.
With 90 players in camp, firstyear head coach Denver Johnson
put the Racers through a pair of
practices on Saturday, though
rain played havoc with the
coach's schedule.
"I was really pleased with the
first day," explained Johnson.
"We had a little adversity with
the weather. Everybody wants a
nice, sunshiny day to start practice, but that wasn't the case. The
players did a good job of handRacer coach Denver Johnson instructs offensive linemen during
Saturday night's practice at Roy
Stewart Stadium.

ling the change in schedule."
Working out in helmets and
shoulder pads, the Racers' first
practice Saturday morning was
held on the grass fields behind
Roy Stewart Stadium. The afternoon practice was pushed back to
6:30 p.m. in the stadium because
of early afternoon thunderstorms.
"I hope we're not getting too
optimistic, but we were able to
get lined up right and we didn't
have a lot of fumbled snaps and
handoffs, which I expected under
very wet conditions," said Johnson. "Of course, the attitude is so
good that it facilitates good practices. Everybody's jazz level is
way up."
Johnson said there is a noticeable difference in concentration
and preparedness from the spring
when the new coaching staff had
only been together one month,
and the start of summer camp this
weekend.
II See Page 9

Maddux now baseball's highest paid
•Braves pitcher signs
five-year extension on
contract for $57.5 million
TOM SALADINO
AP Sports Writer

ATLANTA (AP) — For now,
Greg Maddux is baseball's
highest-paid player.
"It's no big deal," Maddux
said shortly after signing a fiveyear contract extension Sunday
with the Atlanta Braves that
will pay him $57.5 million.
"Somebody else will get

more next week, next month,
whenever," he said.
"It really wasn't a factor in
the negotiations. I was more
concerned with getting paid
what I'm worth," said the fourtime Cy Young Award winner.
"I don't worry about what
other guys make."
,Maddux's agent, Scott Boras,
said the deal included a signing
bonus and no deferred money.
The package averages $11.5
million a year and is
guaranteed.
"I love playing here. It's

been a great five years and I
look forward to the next five,"
said Maddux.
Maddux (15-3) makes his
next start tonight in the finale
of a four-game series with the
Florida Marlins.
"You pay the price if you
want the Cadillac of pitching,"
said Braves shortstop Jeff
Blauscr, who is eligible for free
agency following this season.
Maddux said the deal was actually completed Saturday
night, so he strolled across the
street to neighborly Blauser's

house in north Atlanta suburbs.
"I went over there and told
him to do what he had to do to
stay here, too," Maddux said
with a mischievous grin. "I
stayed about an hour, had a beverage and went home."
Boras, who also is Blauser's
agent, indicated preliminary
discussions with Braves general
manager John Schuerholz have
begun.
Blauser is hitting .316 with
14 home runs and 58 RBIs.
The 31 -year-old Maddux, in
the final season of a $28 mil-

NFL Preseason

The Associated Press
The Denver Broncos got some
good news from John Elway. The
Jacksonville Jaguars and Carolina
Panthers can't say the same thing
about their first-string
quarterbacks.
While Elway said Sunday he
could be back in action sooner
than expected following an injury, Mark Bruncll was lost to the
Jaguars and Kerry Collins to the
Panthers with serious injuries
suffered in exhibition games over
the weekend.
Brunel!, who carried the Jaguars to the AFC title game last
season in their second year, injured his right knee in Saturday
night's 38-16 exhibition win over
the New York Giants. Collins had
his jaw broken in Saturday
night's 23-13 loss to Denver.

The extent of the injury to
Mira remained unclear. Once
the swelling goes down, Brunell
will have an arthroscopic procedure to further assess the injury.
The Panthers said Collins would
probably be out for up to six
weeks, which means he could
miss the team's first four regularseason games.
"We remain hopeful that the
damage is not too extensive and
Mark could return at some
point," coach Tom Coughlin said
of Bruncll, who led the NFL in
passing yards (4,367) and rushing

By KEN PETERS
AP Sports Writer

Jacksonville quarterback Mark
Brunell suffered a knee injury in
an exhibition game Saturday.
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of and the personal use of cocaine," the statement said.
"Shortly after midnight on
Aug. 10, 1997, Mr. Phillips arrived at a local area motel room.
Mr. Phillips negotiated a purchase of a small quantity of free
base cocaine. Shortly thereafter,
Anaheim police investigators entered the motel room and found
Mr. Phillips in possession of the
cocaine, along with paraphernalia
to ingest it.
"Mr. Phillips was arrested
without incident for felony possession of cocaine. He was transported to the Anaheim police
temporary detention facility and
booked for that charge. Mr. Phillips posted bail and was released
several hours later."
The Orange County District
Attorney's Office will review the
case and decide what charges, if
any, should be filed.
Phillips initially was penciled

Gordon takes Bud at the Glen
By MIKE HARRIS
AP Motorsports Writer
WATKINS GLEN, N.Y. (AP)
— Jeff Gordon learns his lessons
well.
There is no better example
than his victory Sunday in the
Bud at'the Glen, the first road
racing win of his NASCAR career and one that could have escaped a poorer student of the
sport.
On lap 65, following a caution
period, the 26-year-old Gordon

was leading, with former Watkins
Glen winners Rusty Wallace and
Geoff Bodine close behind for
the restart.
As the leaders came off the last
corner on the 2.45-mile, 11 -turn
Watkins Glen International road
course, Wallace tried to snooker
Gordon, driving up on the curbing on the outside of the turn and
trying to get a run before they
reached the flagstand.
"Rusty tried to jump me,"
Gordon said. "I waited to come

off (the turn) and he was already
outside of me."
It proved a costly move to
Wallace, who was blocked by
Gordon and wound up running
third.
"I tried to pass Gordon on the
outside on that restart and ran out
of room," Wallace said.
Gordon, who recalled being
passed by Wallace on a similar
restart last year at Sonoma, said,
"I remembered that and I know
that getting the right restart is
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ANAHEIM, Calif. (AP) —
Tony Phillips, a key in the California Angels' drive to the top of
the AL West this season, much as
he was in 1995, has been arrested
for investigation of cocaine
possession.
.Phillips was arrested early
Sunday morning by Anaheim police, who said he bought a small
quantity of free base cocaine.
A statement released by the
police said the arrest came as part
of an ongoing investigation, using undercover officers and informants, into "the street-level sales
of cocaine."
During the investigation, "It
was learned that Mr. Phillips was
possibly involved in the purchase • See Page 9

III See Page 9

Nobody Can Protect Your

ad

IN Police alledge Phillips
bought cocaine; incident
still under investigation
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lion, five-year contract that
pays him $6.5 million this season, jumped over Barry Bonds
of San Francisco and Albert
Belle of the Chicago White Sox
in the salary game.
"They made me a nice
deal," said Maddux, who has
the most victories in the majors
since 1991 with 121. "I'd be a
fool not to take it. Sometimes
the grass isn't greener on the
other side and the Braves have
a history of doing what it takes
to win."

0

pretty important. I know guys
like Rusty and Geoff have been
around a while and are real good
in those situations. I wasn't going
to let Rusty get past me like that
again.
"I told myself just to be
smooth and hit my marks, and 1
was able to get my head back
together and move away again,"
noted Gordon, who now has eight
wins this season and 27 in his
Winston Cup career.
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Els' collapse allows •Elway...
Singh to capture
Buick Open title

Sports
BRIEFS

By HARRY ATKINS
AP Sports Writer
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The Murray 9-year-old All-Stars recently won the championship trophy in the Murray invitational baseball tournament and placed second In the Kentucky Lake Invitational Tournament at Benton. Team
members are (front row, from left) Wesley Steele, Kent Erwin, Chris
Fike, Seth Asher and Brian Fogel; (second row) Austin McCulstorl,
Bryan Craig, M.J. McCuiston, Matt Wells, Josh Streetman, Austin
Hopkins; (back row) coaches Steve Steele, James Streetman and
Kenneth McCuiston.

Simmons receives 1997 NATA award
Former Murray State athletic trainer Tom 'Doc' Simmons recently received
the National Athletic Trainers' Association's 1997 Athletic Trainer Service
Award, becoming the first ever recipient from the state of Kentucky
Simmons, who retired in 1992, was one of three recipients of the award in
1997 The presentation was made in Salt Lake City, Utah, on June 20 at the
NATA's annual meeting A maximum of five nominees from each state are
considered annually and no more than three award recipients are selected
it's the second highest award that the organization bestows, and since I
don't meet the criteria for the highest award, that was as good as I could get,"
said Simmons
Murray State's first athletic trainer, Simmons is one of the most respected
trainers in the country, and still volunteers his services to current MSU head
trainer Alan Lollar and the Murray High football program
Racer athletics director E W Dennison, a former football player at Murray
State, said the award was well deserved
Tom got me through 10 knee surgeries," said Dennison 'Tom has been a
vital part of the tradition here at Murray State He doesn't want credit for any
thing, but he's been a difference in my life because he cared Tom cared ab
out all of his athletes'
Growing up in the Detroit, Mich., area, Simmons graduated from the University of Detroit in 1960 His first Job was at the United States Military
Academy as an assistant trainer Following his stint at West Point, Simmons
served three years as the assistant trainer at the University of Detroit, while
also working with the Detroit Lions of the NFL and the NBA's Detnot Pistons
In 1964, he became the head trainer at the University of Detroit He came to
Murray State in 1965
Simmons is a member of the MSU Athletic Hall of Fame and had the athle
tic training room in Roy Stewart Stadium named in his honor in 1994
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MHS Sports Kickoff Banquet set
The Murray High School Athletic Booster Club will hold its annual Sports
Kickoff Banquet Tuesday, Aug 12 at Ty Holland Stadium.
Gates will open at 6 p m with food to be served at 6 30 p m Tickets will be
$4 per person. All families and friends of MHS are invited to attend
Anyone is invited to join the MHS booster club To loin the club, persons
must send a contribution to the Murray High School Athletic Booster Club at
208 S 13th St
Prospective members can join the club for a donation of $25 to $49 Membership in Tiger Pride is a donation of $55 to $99 Membership to the Fighting
Tiger group is a donation of $100 to $199 A donation of $200 or more will put
a member in the Super Tiger club
Following the banquet, the booster club will sponsor a sports activity fair
that will include games and other special events for children The cost of the
fair will be 50 cents to $1 for children Additional items will also be sold at the
fair In case of rain, the kickoff will be held in the school gymnasium

,.

-

GRAND BLANC, Mich. (AP)
— A new putter and a calming
caddie. What more could Vijay
Singh possibly need for his second triumph of the season?
Only a total collapse by Ernie
Els.
The current U.S. Open champion backed up to the pack Sunday, clearing the way for Singh
to win the Buick Open by four
strokes over Els and five others.
While Els could produce just
one birdie all day, Singh played
almost perfect golf, shooting
6-under-par 66 for a 15-under
273 total.
"My caddie, Dave Renick,
said, 'Don't try to force yourself.
Just let it come,"' Singh said.
"That's what I did. He kept telling me to be patient, and that's
what I was."
Curtis Strange, Joe Ozaki,
Russ Cochran, Brad Fabel and
Tom Byrum all tied with Els at
277. Ozaki closed with a 69, Cochran and Byrum 67s, Strange

•Phillips...
FROM PAGE 8
in at his usual leadoff spot for
Sunday evening's game against
Baltimore, but after talking with
Angels team officials, he left for
Arizona to spend time with his
family. He is scheduled to rejoin
the Angels on Tuesday at Chicago, and manager Terry Collins
said Phillips will be back in the
lineup.
"We've dealt with lots of
things all year long and we'll
move ahead," Collins said following the Angels' 4-3 loss to
Baltimore. "I know he will be
back in the lineup on Tuesday,
and we need his energy."
Collins was asked if he was
surprised when he learned Phillips had been arrested.
Collins nodded and said, "It
was a big shock. A very big
shock." Asked how Phillips felt
about it, Collins said,
"Shocked."
The Angels manager said he
was convinced that Phillips had
not had an ongoing problem with
cocaine. He added, "I think Tony
will feed off this (the incident).

•Racers...
Sponsored By:

Jane Rogers Ins.
'See me for all your family insurance needs.'
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)

7
coon

1.•,1

.4.ft1

753-9627
Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there

State Farm Insurance Companies
Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois
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Sunday's Games
Florida 4 Atlanta 2 10 innings
Houston 11 NY lase II
Cincinnati 8 Los *NOW/ 1
Phlad•Ohl• 5St Louis 0
San Franaeco 6 Montresi 3 12 innngs
San Dego 4 Chicago Cute 3
Colorado 8 Pittsburgh 7
Monday's Games
Houston it NY Nets 6 40 p m
Florida at Atlanta 640 pm
Chicago Cuts at Los Angeles 906 pm
Moines! et San Dego 906 p or
Cinonnat at San Francisco 905 p m
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FROM PAGE 8
"There's a lot of competition
for jobs," Johnson said of the intensity level. "None of these positions is engraved in stone, and
competition solves a lot of
problems."
After giving the team Sunday
morning off to attend church services, Johnson used Sunday afternoon to work solely on special'
teams and conditioning.
Johnson called the unseasonably cool temperatures "a mixed
bag."
"(Cool weather) isn't good
from a conditioning standpoint
because it will probably'be much
hotter when we open up on Aug.
28," he said. "On the other side,
you don't have players dropping
out because of the heat and missing valuable practice time."
Murray State will begin practice in full pads this week. The
Racers open up the season Thursday, Aug. 28, at home against Indiana State.
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Si Louis it Dales. 7 pm (FOX)
Saturdey, Aug. 16
Wee vs Omen Bay it Toronto. 3 pm (NBC)
New Orleans it Oslilvid 3 pm
San Diego vs Tennessee at Naserille TONI 6
m
Minnesota it Cincinnati 630 pm
Washington It *Nine 630 pm
Want at Timms Bay 6 30 p
NY Jets it N
dents 7 p
Somme it Priledebhis 7 pm
Arizona at Chicago 7 pm
indlenapolis at Seattle 9 p in
%Raley, Aug, 17
Denver at Nes England noon (NBC)
Dolma at Pittsburgh 7 p m (TNT)
ileadey, Aug, 14
lacksonves at San Francisco 7 pm (ABC)
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Si Louis
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and Fabel 71s at Warwick Hills
Country Club.
Els, who was 13-under after
the second round, never improved. After shooting even par
in the third round, Els started the
final round with a three-stroke
lead, but closed with a 2-over 74.
"This golf course just
wouldn't give me anything," Els
said. "It wouldn't give me anything for the last two days. I
couldn't make any putts. So,
maybe next week the golf course
will be good to me."
That, of course, would be
famed Winged Foot at Mamaroneck, N.Y., site of the PGA
championship. Els, 27, is one of
several Generation X golfers expected to make a strong bid at
Winged Foot. The first three major championships this year all
were won by golfers under the
age of 30.
That meant little to Singh, 34,
who started the final round five
shots behind Els.
"1 thought Ernie would win
this today," Singh said.

FROM PAGE 8
yards for a quarterback (396) last
season.
Coughlin would not speculate
what Jacksonville might do if
Brunch l is lost for the season. For
now, the Jaguars will turn to Rob
Johnson, who has thrown all of
seven passes in two seasons.
"It's a whole new ballgamc
now," Johnson said. "I've done
well in practice. Now we'll find
out what I can do in the NFL."
Brunell signed a five-year,
$31.5 million contract two weeks
ago.
Collins, meanwhile, underwent
four hours of surgery on Sunday.
He likely will miss three or four
regular-season games. At the latest, he should be back for the
Monday night home game Sept.
29 against San Francisco.
Until then, the quarterback job
on the Panthers will be handled
by journeyman Steve Beuerlein,
an 11-year veteran who was 3-1
as a starter in 1996 when Collins
went down with several injuries.
"We were in a similar position
last year, and Steve did a very
capable job for us," coach Dom
Capers said. " He has played
well in big games, not only for us
but throughout his career."
In Denver, Elway threw Sunday for the first time since nipturing his right biceps tendon.

1997

Cowboys
Delon Sanders doesn't seem to
be worrying about a bulging disc
in his lower back that required a
cortisone injection and kept him
out of the Cincinnati Reds' lineup
Sunday.
"It's fine," Sanders said after
the Reds' 8-1 loss to the Philadelphia Phillies. "It's just a
little sore from the shot. I should
he all right to play (today)."
Sanders is expected back in the
lineup tonight in San Francisco.
The injury will presumably not
interfere with his plans to play
cornerback for Dallas this season.
Said Cowboys head trainer Jim
Maure-T: "They've informed us of
the injury and are keeping us apprised of the situation. I defer
any medical questions to the
Reds' medical staff."

Martial Arts
means better
grades! Mt
Grades aren't the only thing
you'll see improve. At Martial
Arts America, our unique
Martial Arts program will
strengthen your child's body
as well as their mind. Self
esteem, confidence and attitude are also greatly improved with the "I CAN
knowledge that comes from
the study of the Martial Arts.
.1fartial Arts • For the Quest of Your Life!

Call Today!
This program is only available at:

Introductory Special

Nit T

.1c1Wv,.

$29.95
includes Free Uniform

753-Gill
1413 Olive Blvd. • Murray

Unleash Your- Potential!

Get Your
FULL SPINAL

EXAMINATION
NO OBLIGATION • NOTHING TO PAY
You may have one of these 16
DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES:

Low Back Pain
Headaches
Shoulder Pain
Arthritis

5.
6.
7.
8.

Dizziness
Sore Elbows
Neck Pain
Indigestion

9.
10,
11.
12

Numb Hands
Bursitis
Pain Down Legs
Muscle Spasms

13,
14.
15.
16.

Numb Fingers
Hip Pain
Tight Muscles
Aching Feet

FIND OUT NOW whether careful, professional chiropractic care can relieve your aches and pains
This examination normally costs $30 00 or more. It will include a chiropractic orthopedic test, a
chiropractic neurological test, a blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check, an examination for
restricted or excess motion in the spine, a test for muscle strength and a private consultation with the
doctor to discuss the results
FREE

Dr. Dennis L. Walcott, D.C.
This entire examination is FREE If you went more
care and vestment. we do all the memo&

DISCLAIMER OUR OF F ICE POCICY PROTECTS YOU THE PATIENT AND ANY OTHER PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT HAS A MGHT TO REFUSE TO PAY,
CANCEL PAYMENT OR BE REIMBURSE0FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER SERVICES,EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT WHICH IS PERFORMED AS A RE SUIT OF
AND WITHIN 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE ADVERTISEMENT FOR THE FREE SERVICE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT

I CALL for your FREE appointment NOW!

HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER
301 N. 12th Street
(at University Square)
Murray, 161071

759-1116
NEM
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Not only did he say it felt good,
but the quarterback added,
"there's probably a chance" he
would play for the Broncos next
Sunday in their exhibition game
at New England.
The 37-year-old Elway, injured
last Monday, did say, however,
that coach Mike Shanahan would
make the decision.
"I'd like to get some good
playing time this weekend," Elway said, but added that he
doesn't want to push his
comeback.

FREE

$3Ci
VALUE

NFL PRESEASON

MONDAY, AUGUST 11,

CALL NOW
BRING THIS COUPON
WITH YOU.

1

FT
10
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Card or Thanks
Legal Notice 140

010

30e per word, $600 minimum
1st day.64 per wad per day for
each additional consecutive
day $200 extra for Shopper
(Tues Clossrfieds go Into Shopping Guide) $200 extra for
blind box ads

In Memory

025

Personals

155

Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
... Appliances

040

Roommate Wanted

160

Home Fumishirtgs

050.

[Ant And Found

165

Antiques

020

Reader Adl

060

Notice

150

070

help Wanted
Dornesuc di Clukkart

090

Position Wanted

190

100

Business Opportunity

195

170 . .... Vacuum Cleaners
114,0
Lawn & Garden
Farm
.

Business Rentals

420

Equipment

310
330

Want "I o Rent
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rem

430

320
340

Houses For Rent
For Rent Or [,case

460

110

Instruction

200

120

Computers

210

Firewood

For Sale Or 1 nide

220

Musical

ALTERATIONS, Ruth's
See & Sew 753-6981

CANCER
INSURANCE

FREE Pregnancy Tests
Lifehouse 753-0700

No age limit to apply If
your present policy is
over 10 years old, it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy For tree information call
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
'tree 10011 Clair', SON,Cie

HOUSE of Clothes Open
Mon Sat, 9 to 5, Sun 1 to 5
Nice consignment clothing
$1 00 Buys mens, womans, children& leans,
sweaters, sweat shirts,
dresses Off lerksey Hwy
left on 464 5 miles Call
489-2243 or 753 6981

NOTHING To Lose but
allergies, pet odors tobacco smoke, mold & bacteria We can eliminate
these problems from your
home, car. RV, or workplace with our folterless air
purifier Call 753-7262 for
an absolute risk free 3 day
teal and receive a tree gift
Easy installment plan
available

LOST Beagle, female
12yrs old blind, blue collar
Hwy 80 Benton area Re
ward' 527 5836

Deli help needed
experience preferred
but not necessary.
Apply in person
Owens Food

Market
1407 W. Main
AVON Are your bills
mounting" Need help" Be
come an Avon Representa
tere & earn the extra cash
you need to help you get
ahead 1 800 SELL AVON
or (502)767 0779 ind/sis/
rep
a THE National Scouting
Museum is accepting appli
catsons for outdoor Gateway Challenge Course
Weekends now through
October Please come to
the office of the museum
and submit an application,
as soon as possible Minimum wage No phone in
quires please
CAR haulers wanted, Excellent pay/ benefits Call
615-758-5539, Corky
423-577-2969, Tammy
Mon Fri 8am-4 30pm

r
11:-1111'

ANTIQUE PHOTO RESTORATION
',Met ekciting digital graphics services,
including photo refouching, custom
heirloom tinting. and web site design!

502-436-2438

C.‘1,1,Toi)Ay!

CONSTRUCTION laborer,
492 8516
CUSTOMER Service Rep
resentabve, entry level pos
Mon viecommeraal printer
Apply at Printing Services &
Supplies. 102 N 4th St.
Murray, KY
EASTSIDE BP hiring gas
station attendant Apply in
person at 119 Main St

ill

Mrs. Ann

Reader & Advisor 4.,...'
A true Born Psychic: Gifted from God
•1 give advice on Business Marnage. and Love Affairs
'Bnng Your Problems to Me—I will Help Solve
'Solve Them No Matter What Your Problem May Be
Don't Compare Me With Imitators
8 a.m. to 10 p.m. Daily I Sunday
208 S. 121h Street
For Appointment Phone
Murray, Ky. 42071
(502) 767-0508

/ ALPINE
NXItriled r
C6Ciab

Clarion
IC Ilk fat A ILO CS B

Tapes
CD's
Car Audio

Sunset Boulevard Music
Li.xleland Cer.ter

753-0113

COUPON—
Special on LP Gas Refills
20 lb. - $6.95 30 lb. - $9.95
40 lb. - $11.95 100 lb. - $29.95
$1.30 per Gallon for RVs Campers
New 20 Lb. Cycl. $19.95

Li

Best Prices In Town
We Will NOT Re Undersold

BBB BROKERS
701 South 12th, Murray, KY •
Expires 10-31-97

360....

n60
Notice

Notice

For Sale or Lease
260... Mobile Home Lots For Sale 370 .Commercial Property for Sale
270
Mobile Homes For Sale'
--3813
Pets & Supplies
280...... Mobile Homes For Rent 390
Livestock & Supplies
255... Mobile Home Lots For Rent 400
Yard Sale
Heating And Cooling

Yaid Sale $7.50 Pzeøgig'

020

M3-439

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
If you are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies are now
standardized into 10 plans offering different
levels of benefits. We can write 7 of the plans
on an "almost guaranteed issue" and the
policies will be issued at the lowest available
premium.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+ rated
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service.
Please give Us a call for a rate quote.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

753-4199 Nationwide 1-800-455-4199

EXPERIENCE dump truck
driver, CDL required
492 6141, 753 1537 after
HIGH school/ college student with car to pick up 2
children at North Elemen
tary, Thurs 2 40 6 00
489 2578
LIGHT DELIVERY Cash
paid weekly Need small
car & know areas well Call
753 2284 for appointment
ask for VIRGIL or LINDA

070
Help
Wantse

Domestic
8 Childcare

Well
established
Auto
Dealership
looking for Men
and Women Sales
Consultants. You
would be responsible for generating
new
customers,
selling with consultative approaches,
and follow-up with
past customers. Retail sales experience
a plus but not required. Send resume to:
P.O. Box 1040T,
Niurray, KY
42071

CLEANING is my business
Home or office Call Linda,
759-9553
HOUSECLEANING experienced dependable
service References provided Call 436-2102 for
free estimate Ask for Julie
or leave message
HOUSE cleaning & corn
mercial cleaning Call Lon
474 8340
OPENINGS for before and
after school child care
Robertson and Southwest
School Districts 759 0276
WILL sit with elderly or sick
References & experience
Call 753 4590, info

THE National Scouting Mu
seum is accepting applica ARBONNE
tons for weekend gift shop INTERNATIONAL Pure
clerk Now through Novem Swiss Skin Care District
ber 30 Please come to the Manager expanding sales
office of the museum and team in Murray area Start
submit an application, as your own home based busi
soom as possible Mini ness for under $500I Flee
mum wage No phone in
ble hours Mercedes prog
quires please
ram tree trips unlimited
THE new Seafood Express income potential Call
is looking for servers Katherine Morris
cooks, hosts & dish people 502-753 5339 days
for both shifts Apply in 502-759 9566 evenings
person at Olympic Plaza
110
THERAPIST needed to
provide counseling/ Mee
Instruction
apy to child & adult sexual
assault victims in Murray
Masters Degree in Psy
Sandra Slone
chology, counseling or So
cial Work required Send
School of Dance
resume to Rape Crisis
Tap, Ballet,
Center PO Box 8506 Pa
Gymnastics,
ducah, KY 42002 8506
Pointe, Jazz
EOE

It

Campers
Boats & Motors

440

Lots For Sale

550

Produce

450

Farms For Sale
Homes For Sale

360

Free Column

570

Wanted

25 srs. In Business

Rao', J
s
46
Formal Wear and Limousine.
AUGUST SPECIAL
Sites 4-30 & t:p
Call for an appointerwat
1 -555-367-6757
!Odin Street
(502) 753-13110
Mortay, KY 42071
(5(12) 759-4713

MRental and Sales
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071

IBM 286 Compatible, monitor. HD, modem, & prog
rams, $150 Dot Matrix
printer $50 502.354 9150
140

Want
To Buy

ANTIQUES piece or es
tates Call Larry Elkins
492 8646 or 753-1418
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray
WANTED Riding mowers
that need work 436-2867

15 2 CU ft upright deep
freeze, frost free. $300 42"
big screen RCA tv. 3yrs old
759 5708
25' RCA console color tv,
$25 489-2996
26 CU ft GE chest treezer,
6yr old 18hp 48" cut Inger
sol lawn tractor 437-3029

Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

LEER camper top for short
wheel base Red with fac
tory tinted sliding glass win
dows $1,000 Call
474 8340 after 5 30pm

SIRLOIN Stockade. Now
hiring asst manager
Apply in person anytime

/

STRAW for sale $1 75/
bale 489-2436 if no an
swer leave message

hamar

USED couch recliner. 2
end tables coffee table 2
lamps 753-4003

753-7728

End of Season Sale on

DAYLILIES
& Hostas
Winer Gardens, Landscaping & Mulch

BETHEL GARDENS
Gift
94 East 2 miles to Van Cleve Rd
ilefti & Ulm; signs
753-2993

AKC Registered Boxer
pups, 4 females left Side
by side refrigerator for sale
901 799 3706

TILT trailer. 418', $275
489-2693

WE STAND BEHIND OUR WORK

plant with purchase

500 GAL propane tank with
40% fuel 759 4960

STEEL buildings never put
up Public Liquidation
40X36 was $6370 now
$4390, 50X95 was $18 660
now $10.590 Other sizes
available
Dave
1800-292-0111

4116
4-{CARPET & FLOOR COVERING

Open Ti,, Sat. 10 nm Sp nt

3 WINDOW ac units
$30'ea or $75 for all Fuel
oil furnace perfect for
trailer or garage with tank
$75 Ph 436 5759

SEE us for your barn or roof
metal Cut to length Covers 36 inches many colors
Economy Metal & Supply
Co 489 2722

Phone: 753-6910

Jim Knight
30 Years Experiiinee Ton Taoa Sid
Jay Knight
•
Mich Knight
Knot a
Hwy 641 Miles South of Murray to
Tom Taylor Road Right 1500 yards

Horn*
Furnishings

BACK to school computer
special Cynx 6x86 166
MHz, 512K Cache, 16 MB
EDO RAM. 1 2 GB HD,
20XCD, 60wSpk, 16bit
sound. 14 Monitor, mouse,
keyboard. 33 6 voice/fax
modem. Win95, 3 5 FD
only $932 Upgrade to 32
MB RAM only $70 00 iISS
1047 Mineral Wells Ave,
Paris, TN 901 644-3790

PUBLIC NOTICE Factory
has (3) all steel buildings
returned due to military cut
backs for immediate sale
(1) 40X60. (1) 45X80
Never erected Call Press
1 800 511 2560

HALEY'S
l'UglyDuck

SPECIAL
Belmont
room 2 I
beige
$21,995,
178 See
bile Hon,
Bentor
502-527-

OFFICE HOURS;
Mort-Fit. 730 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday Closed
• odpadirn•• aro 2 days
hi

*SUMME
1998 4
$26995
tral air
Cook, NI
Pans, Th
901 642-

advoncol

WOODL
exclusive
ton Hoer
otters th
16X60, 3
type dool
storing St
den tub ii
retrigerat
__,,,yhandele
Can be b
per moi
Other rr
Also new
2 bath. Si:
includes
tup We a
tinders fe
qualift
502- 767-'
turn at
miles to f.
on left

270

Classified

Don't cheat YOURSELF when buying carpet' Without ()rope,
installatior,. your carpet or other floor covering will not locik as
beautiful and certainly will not last as long
W. i.e .e lat queen, carpet wrryt fl• and hardwood

TAKING applications for
licensed plumber, pipe fit
tees laborers & operators
at new Special Event Cen
ter at Ernie Davis & Sons
Mechanical office trailer lo
cated at Murray State
University

Used Truck <

Services Offered

3 PIECE bedroom suite,
entertainment center,
chest, end table, couch
table, living room suit
767 9205

Must relate well to individuals of all ages
Organizational, leadership
skills required Salary $20K
to $23K Send resume with
three complete references
(phone and address) to
Kathy Perkins YMCA
1510 Chestnut Street Mur
ray. KY 42071 Application
deadline is 8130 or until
position if filled EOE M/F/

SIRLOIN Stockade Now
hiring grill cook Apply to
person

5(8)
510
520

489-2308
Studio 753-0330

Wedding Gown & Veil sale

PROGRAM Coordinator
New Big Brother Big Sister
Program sponsored by the
Murray Family YMCA
seeks self starter with prog
ram development skills BA
or BS degree required plus
minimum 2 years relevant
youth human service or
education volunteer/ prod
experience Good oral/
written interpersonal skills

U sed Cars
Vans

530

2 VIDEO players $20/ea
VCR, color tv, stereo re
ceiver, exercycle Weedeater, microwave $40/ea
502-354 9150

21 Years Teaching F.apmence
Ages 3 & Up

PART time housekeeper
Flexible schedule Experience preferred but not required Apply at Days Inn or
call 502 753 6706

available Full benefits no
experience necessary Ap
pfication & information,
818-764-9023 ext 1044

485
490 .
495

Lake Property

435..

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections 753-9433 day
or night

100

Complete Formal Wear Headquarters

POSTAL JOBS Positions

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Sport Utility V chicks

Public Sale
Home Loans
Real Estate

Computers

Business
Opportunity

YOU'RE Hired Start Same
Day' Dancers wanted for
increased summer resort
season Ex employees or
new, all welcome Our
dancers take home over
$1 000 a week Doll House
Sports Cafe Paris, TN Call
901 642 4297 or stop by

410..,'

470
480

120

NURSES Aide Work all
shifts as needed not a
full time position Must be
flexible & dependable
Pleasant atmosphere and
good working conditions
Call Glada Dodd 753 7109
for an appointment Fern
Terrace Lodge EOE

PART time seaetary with
bookkeeping & payroll experience preferred Send
resume to PO Box 1044 P.
Murray. KY

365

SAVE nc
with a
home foi
Homes
E
1 80064

Advertisers are requested
to, Cheek he first insertion
of their oda for any error.
Murray ledgor & Times will
be responsible for only one
incorrect insertion. Any error should be reported immediately so corrections
can be mad*.

Happy Birthday

Miscellaneous

290

A $2 00 fee will be required 16 make
any changes to 00 of1er arocame.

130

240

300

Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment

020

ADJUSTMENTS

mAiME CALL 753-1916

$6.25 Column Inch
CA Discount 2nd Run,
60% Discount 3r0 Run
(.41 .1 Ads Ma!RIM 1,
41110 4 00Y Prod-)
$2 25 per column inch extra for
Tuesday (Shopping Gt4de)

NICE 1;
Sitting or
obo 75:

VINYL skirting complete for
a 16xe0 vents included
$369 95 Comparable
pnoes for other sizes Your
choice of colors Woodland
Estates 767 9787
WHITLOCK TRAILERS
5 X8' tilt $299 5110' tilt
$335. 6X10'hit $365
6'X12' lilt $450 6'4X16'
tandem
$ 59 5
(901)642-8420
YAMAHA home stereo with
separate components Re
epee( cd cassette EQ
JBL speakers very nice
$500 759 3503

Mobile
Homes For

Mobil*
Homes For Sale

Sal*

REFRIGERATOR, white. FOR Sale 1995 mobile
large ice maker 19 8 CU tt, home 3br, 2 bath, for pay4ers old, $400 Taupe off Call 753 7535 after
couch & loveseat, $400 6pm
obo Call 759-5754 or
JUST arrived 1998 South
472-2062
ridge 4 bedroom 2 baths for
REMODELING/ 1950's that family that needs extra
electric Tappan Deluxe rooms Must see this one'
stove, GE portable dis- This week ONLY $23,500
hwasher, good working at Lakeland Quality
condition Best offer Also Homes, 641N Benton, KY
exterior doors 759-1600 527 5253
Days/ Mike 436-2983
LARGE family needing lots
nights
of bedroom space7 Check
TABLE & 6 chairs in good out this 1997 Clayton
condition 436-5448
16X80 with 4 bedrooms
and 2 baths for ONLY
180
$24,999,including central
Lawn I
air and underpinning at
Garden
Gateway Mobile Homes at
B Allis- Chalmers tractor the Draffenville Y, Benton,
KY 502 527 1427
with 48' belly mower
753-4003
CLAY Pots- large & small,
plain & decoratrve strawberry pots, clay window
boxes, azalea pots, concrete planters, bird baths &
more Coast to Coast Hardware, Central Shopping
Center
NOMA riding mower,
132hp B&S I/C engine 40'
deck, many new parts
$400 obo 502 489 2973
STEPPING Stones, landscape retaining wall blocks,
patio stones .Assorted
sizes and colors Also potting soil, top soil, peat &
cow manure Play sand.
mulch & spagnum peat
available Coast to Coast
Hardware, Central Shopping Center

GUNS, buy, sell, trade
436-5650

WOODED 1 acre mobile
home lots North of Murray
Call 767-9435 or 742-4435

2BR 12
stove, re
building I
east of Al
deposit

2BR, loca
KY No

2BR traile
ences
753-9866

NICE 14
lot fence
cable pair
e noes ret
or 753 OE

492-8238 759-5475

WATERF
home on
3br 2 bat
air No pe
posit 49;

Sandra Stone Gymnastics
Instructor — Lisa Darnell

"12 Years Accident Free"
• Vault

Neo
Mini

• Beam
• Bars
• Power Tumbling

Nevi
All Si;

753-5720
Studio 753-0330

Fenn
Equipment

Sports
Equisitaws

RENT to own 2br, 2 bath
Coleman RE, 753 9898

10 x 12 Units
Now Available

190

200

QUALITY buyers seeking a
different look in manufac
tured housing' Come see
our NEW LINE of homes
from INDIES HOUSE tea
luring TWO(2) 1998 16X80
models with complete up
grade These houses will
impress you from the ml
nute you step inside and
give you the finest in mobile
home hying See at Gate
way Mobile Homes Benton, KY 502 527 1427

SOUTH 641
SECURITY STORAGE

TORO Wheel Horse, 244
H lawn tractor, excellent
condition
$2 000
474-2485 after 7pm

1 MASSEY Ferguson trac
be, diesel, 165 $6,500 Ex
tra Sharp' 1 Ford tractor
600, gas
$5,500
436-5438

LARGE selection of Used
double wides 24X44 to
28X52, starting at $21900
See them at Lakeland
Quality Homes,641N Ben
ton, KY Ph 502 527 5253

75
2
OFFICavatlabli
area C
753 2552

TEAM and Single Tractor
Trailer Drivers.

OFFICE
Aug 1st
753-8964

Rollins Dedicated Carriage Services, Inc., has an
immediate opening for DOT Qualified tractor
trailer drivers with at least 2 years experience.
Work is primarily over the road;steady; home each
week. You will earn excellent wages and a full
benefit package including major medical, vision,
dental, prescription, retirement program, and
much more. For further details, call 502-753-1156.
Must pass DOT physical examination and drug
screen. Equal Opportunity Employer.

270
Mobile
Homes For UM
10XX50 FIXER upper
8300 436 2749
12X60 2br. 1 bath Nice
Central ft/a, new underpin
rung vied Set up on possible rental lot 437.4485
14X70 FLEETWOOD me
bile home, 2br, 1 bath all
electric, central heat & air
Call 435-4235, leave
message
1985 FLEETWOOD
14X70 excellent condition
1974 Comockire. 12X65.
extra good condition Set
up & ready to move into
753 9866
1988 CLAYTON 14X70
2br, 2 bath central ac, front
deck. skirting $13,000
(502)382 2439
1997 BELMONT 28X44
double wide, 3 bedroom, 2
bath, Beige carpet, Vinyl
siding, shingle roof, all
electric, for ONLY $32.200
at Northgate Mobile
Homes, Benton. KY Ph
502 527 1362
a LARGE selection of
USED single wide homes
2 and 3 bedrooms at great
prices starting at $4995
See Mike at Lakeland Oual
ity Homes Ph 527 5253
DOUBLE wide shoppers
need to see our selection
from 28X52 to 28X70
Some models have oak ca
binets fireplace family
room and thermopane win
dows Priced to sell or can
be ordered with your own
specifications Gateway
Mobile Homes Benton
KY 502 527-1427

Choose

Your Income

National Cemetery and Funeral Home Company
needs advancement - minded sales representatives
for immediate entry into our comprehensive
training program.

1 Sale Weekly
$20.100 per year
V 2 Sales Weekly

•,/

$40,200 per year
•

3 Sales Weekly
$60,300 per year

PLUS
Major Medical, 401K, set appointments, no credit
rejects, and company training are some of the
benefits.
If you are thinking of saying "NO"to this dignified
industry, think again; it can make you financially
independent.
Call Fran (502) 753-3261

In response to existing and anticipated
employment opportunities, applications
arc now being accepted for production
operator positions for our Mattel/Murray
facility on the following shifts: 4:30
p.m.-3:00 a.m., Tucs-Fri (10 hour shift),
6:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m., Sat, Sun, Mon (11.5
hour shift),6:00 p.m.-6:00 a.m.,Sat, Sun,
Mon (11.5 hour shift), Noon to Midnight.
2-3-2 Schedule (11.5 hour shift), Midnight to Noon 2-3-2 Schedule (11.5 hour
shift). Starting pay rate is $6.39/hour with
a top rate of $9.11/hour after 24 months.
Individuals would be full benefits eligible
after a 90 day probationary period. If
you've got what it takes to work with the
world's best toymakers, please contact:
Murray

Employment Agency
201 S. 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071
502-759-2150

•

p.

MURRAY
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Apartments
For Rent

NICE 12X70 2br 2 bath
Sitting on rented lot $5 000
obo 753-6012

641 Storage

3 ROOM efficiency, ap
pliances furnished
$235/mo 412 N 5th
759 4696

REDUCED' 3br, appliances Reasonable utilities,no pets $500/mo, deposit required 753 7920

CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
$20 $40/rno 759 4081

AVAILABLE IMMEDI
ATELY 1,2 & 3BR apartments Mur Cal Apartments, 902 Northwood Dr,
Murray, KY 759-4984
Equal
Housing
Opportunity

21 BEDROOM, bock, new
carpet wid hookup shade
No pets $435/rno Call
753 6931

NORTHWOOD storage
presently has units avail753 2905 or
able
753-7536

2 3BR, wki hook-up, ap
pliances furnished gas
central h/a No pets Lease
& deposit required References required Near uni
varsity 753-4181 days
489 2181 nights

NOW available' lyr lease
No pets Deposit required
lbr small $225 lbr large
$245 2br small $225 2br
large $285 2br Inc Ht $275
All apts partly furnished At
Almo 5mi N Murray 4br, 2
bath house, $535 2N, new
duplex, $400 Ph Sam-5pm
Mon Fri 753 4937

'SUMMER SPECIAL' New
1998 4 bedroom. 16x80,
$26995 Induces free cen
tral air conditioner Bill
Cook Volunteer Homes
Paris, TN 901 593-5732 or
901 642-4466

11
Jsed
4 to
900
land
Ben
i253

mg a
ufac
see
XT1OS
fee
3X80
i up
will
mi
and
obile
;ate
Ben
7
sa th

WOODLAND Estates now
exclusive dealer for Clay
ton Homes of Savannah
otters this top of the line
16X60 3br 2 baths house
type doors front & rear self
storing storm windows gar
den tub in master bath 14
refrigerator, electric range
_,:phandelier in dining area
Can be bought for $18600
per month Why rent'
Other models available
Also new 1997 16X80, 3N,
2 bath, $21900 per month,
includes delivery and setup We are offering a $200
finders tee if you bring in a
qualified
buyer
502 767 9787 Hwy 641
turn at Knoths B130 1
miles to Seth Ln 5th place
on left
200
Mobile
Home For Rent
2BR 12X60, large lot
stove, ref a/c & storage
building No pets 1'4 miles
east of Almo $210/mo plus
deposit 437-4386

;

753-5585
LARGE fireproof building
excellent location Four
overhead doors natural
gas office plenty of park
ing car wash pit, three
phase power extra stor
age Available 8 1-97 Of
sooner $375 deposit 404 I
N 4th St Phone 753-3018
to have call returned
OFFICE space for lease
Walnut Plaza 104 N 5th St
753 8302 or 753 9621
SMALL office space
753 4509 or 753 6612
SMALL retail store or office
space 500 A Maple St
753 8964
320
Art reinlis
t
1BR furnished apt partial
utilities paid, central hie
newly redecorated, new
appliances stove, refrigerator, & dishwasher Laundry
room provided 1606 Mater,
1yr lease, no pets
753-0932 or 519-2699
1BR nice appliances furnished Coleman RE
753 9898
1 OR 2br apts near down
town Murray 753-4109
1 ROOM efficiency near
MSU Parbaal utilities furnished Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR 1 bath sr/carport appliances furnished, wid
hookup, 1475/mo 1 Year
lease 1 month deposit No
pets
753-2905 or
753-7536

2BR duplex, furnished. car2BR, located in Ft Heiman, port Available 8-15 97
753-0859, 753-5214
KY No pets 436-2710
2BR trailer No pets Refer 2BR duplex Deposit &
ences needed
Call lease required No pets
753-0409, 753-3415
753-9866
NICE 14X80 2br. private 2BR, patio, shade. brick
lot, fenced yard, water & No pets, $355/mo Call
753-6931
cable paid Deposit & refer
ences required 753-1790 2BR Townhouse 14
or 753 0871
baths, all appliances in
eluding wid furnished
WATERFRONT mobile
Lease required No pets
home on Johnathan Creek
3br, 2 bath, central heat & Available 8/16 753-4573
air No pets, $400 plus de 2BR upstairs apt 4 miles
posit 492-8360
on 121 S $285/mo plus
deposit 489-2296

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
New Buildings
All Sizes Available

II

All Sizes
Available

3BR. 3 bath. large 2 car
garage. executive type
$700/mo 1549-B Mocking
bird Dr 2br, 14 bath $500
1551-B Mockingbird Dr
Available Sept 1st
753-5344

753-3853

38R apt 703 So 4th St No
pets Call 436-2935 or
753-0839

2 OFFICE or retail spaces
available in downtown
area Contact Tony at
753 2552

38R duplex. 2'4 bath in
quiet residential area
$625/mo plus deposit No
pets 905 N 20th St Call
759-4376 or 753-1873

OFFICE space available GARAGE apartment. 404S
Aug 1st 500-A Maple St 8th St $200/mo No pets
753-8964
759-4771

AVAILABLE immediately
1BR handicap accessible
unit Call 759 4984 or come
by Mur Cal Apts 902 North
wood Dr Equal Housing
Opportunity
EXTRA large lbr ap pliances furnished
$275/mo Deposit & lease
required Available now
1628 Miler 759-4696
KENTUCKY Lake, Lakeland Westly Village, lbr
apartment. utilities in
eluded rent based on income 62 & older, or handl
cap & disabled Equal
Housing Opportunity
502 354 8888
LAKE FRONT CABIN
Furnished, utilities included,w/boat dock
$45/night. $260/wk
$500/mo
Call
502-436-5099
LAKELAND Wesley Village
a retirement community of
over 200 residences offers
for lease 2br, 1 bath & 2br 2
baths garden home style
apartments at KY Lake Jonathon Creek area Sup
porfive services scheduled
transportation wellness
program & planned actrvi
bes low cost housekeeping
service beauty shop &
grocery $375 $507 50/rno
Call 502 354 8888

238R, *Id hookup,ap
pliances furnished No
pets Lease & deposit re
quired References re
(ruffed Available after Aug
20th 753 4181 days
489 2181 nights

380
Pete
Supplies
2 MALE Maltese puppies,
AKC registered $350/mo
deliver
Will
1 502 653 6748

2BR available Sept 1st
$350/mo References de
posit & lease required No
pets Call 753 1770

3-4BR brick home 2 baths
dishwasher. stove & re
fogerator 1606 Sunset Dr
$600/mo Available August
20th Call 436-5917

NICE 1 2 & 3br apts or
3 4br house wtwasher &
dryer, furnished near
MSU Inquire at 1210 Main
St 753-1252 before 5pm,
753-0606 after 5pm
SPACIOUS upstairs apartment Furnished near
MSU campus 759-5635,
after 4pm
VERY nice 1 & 2br apartments with central h/a, w/d
dishwasher, trash pick up
& lawn care provided 11
miles from Murray toward
Mayfield on 121 lbr starts
at $315/mo No pets Deposit & references required
762-4483 8am 4pm
345-2748 after 5pm

3BR, 2bath 437-4505 Of
437-4893

DOG obedience classes or
private Serving Murray 17
years 436 2858

3BR. 2 bath in lake subdivision Access to private boat
ramp Beautiful setting
$350/mo Deposit & lease
required 759 4696

LABS for sale AKC registered, seven weeks old,
shots wormed & vet
checked Call 527 2252,
leave message

3BR appliances furnished
$450/mo 605 Sycamore
759-4696
3BR brick, 1'4 baths, sun
porch, carport good location, 3 miles from town
$525/mo 759-1004 after 5
753 3571 days

REPO SALE
1993 Delta
Gooseneck
'Stock Trailer
See At Dees
Bank of Hazel
Open Bids
taken until
August 20th

BRAND new, 2br, 1 bath, FOR sale- Pepe Sand Ba
built in 1 car garage, pri ger filly Information
vacy fence 753 9264 492-8723
leave message
DON'T want to look for
parking at MSU' 2BR. 1
bath house, central heat,
washer & dryer No pets, 1
year lease Across street
from MSU $425 Deposit,
$425/mo More info call Rogers Enterprises,
753-5140

400
Yard
Sale

Yard
Sale

FOR Rent 2br house in
town $375/mo with $375
deposit Call 753-7535, at
ter 6pm

508 Richardson
St.
Tuesday

NICE 2br, 1 bath central
gas ha 1522 W 4th St
Murray $400/mo No pet
753-6855

812:97

a.m.-10 a.m.
Little Tyke furniture,
toys, misc. bargains.
7

NICE 2 or 3br house Ideal
garden spot in backyard
Close to town and hospital
No pets 753-3300

August 22-24
Half-price Sunday!
Boy's/girl's clothes,
shoes, toys, baby
equipment, 300 Beanie Babies.
At Nat'l Guard
Armory
Hwy. 121 S.
753-3238

Dial-A-Service
You Can Advertise Here For
$6.00 per week- (13 week minimum)

753-1916

(Clip This Ad And Save For A Handy Reference)

Alignment & Complete Brake, Service,
Struts rod Shocks etc.
301 Olive St.
Mon.-Fri. Edmon ;ones, Owner
Murray, KY 42071 7:00-4:00
(502) 753-1351

*MIA aiire4MINI

Tabers Body Shop
637 South 3rd
Auto Body Repair & 24-hr Tying !Large or Small)

753-3134
David's Cleaning Services

=MIL

MEMO
,

MEL

'Cleaning.
%/fry Srelirs2 • Homes • Mobile Homes • Boats • &di Dnveways
• Penury Los • Al Euenor Cisaniog • kid Cleaning Available
David Borders
Phone
Insured
(5021759-4734
Completely Mobile
Cesular (502)853.1108

Complete Formal Wear Headquarters

;II

S
Artr.‘a
7V1

*
*
*
*

5

Formal Wear
- :d J'15
and Limousine 3/...aolp ,

41111.1
4
1.
Over 20 Year. In Business
SERVICES AVAILABLE
Rentals begin at 52Q.99
Area's largest & only In Stock Formal Wear.
Social Invitations by Carlson Craft and McPherson.
Discounts on rentals depending on size of wedding.
Court Square West
304 Main Street
Paris, TN 38242
Murray, KY 42071
(901)642-5300
(502) 753-1300
Weddings, Proms and Banquets

FLOORING
Sanding and refinishing of hardwood
floors $1.25 sq. ft.
Hardwood flooring & Installation available.

502-527-2993

Commercial Waste,.
Disposal
All Types of Refuse Service

1-800-585-6033

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital
762-1100

INSURANCE
Lou V. MeGary
Does Your Policy Pay 100%
of the Deductibles?

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
You are responsible for the deductibles that
Medicare does not pay.$760 on Part A:$100 on
Part B. Call me for more information.
FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS
753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

Oat aWaytoStartMeWeek!!

- Dial Now Advertise

Here!

I)ial-

Pirtglf111,4
'
ice

CLASSIC 1972 Ford
Ranchero GT. 351 C en
gine full pr & ad Very good
rest cond 753 4589

1 ACRE to 93 acres nea
Almo Heights Most any
way you want it from
$1200/acre and up
502 436 5099
20 ACRES, 10 minutes
from MSU Pnce reduced'
Weekdays 753-8332,
evenings & weedends
527-0180
38 ACRES stock barn, 2
ponds South of 94W on
Beech Grove Rd Graves
Co
$ 3 5 , 000
(502)382-24.39
3 ACRES & unfurnished
budding on paved Rd Call
436-2045
BEAUTIFUL building site
North of town 5 acres priced to sell' Call 753 7836
HALEY Appraisals Bob
Haley state certified
759-4218
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes all price ranges If
you are thinking of selling
contact one of our courte
ous and professional
agents at 753 1222 or slop
by office at 711 Main St
NEED Mortgage Insurance/ Call k4cNutt Insur
ance at 753 4.451 for a pion
that will give you money
back'

-.P.MP-minmemony+ •

530
Boats
I Motors

Services
Offered

1995 DAYTONA Tiger
shark 1994 Montego
Tigershark 1995 Double
trailer Call 753 9950

AFFORDABLE all around
hauling, junk clean up
cleaning out sheds tree
work 436-2867

1996 STRATOS 150 Intruder, fully loaded extended deck extended
warranty Must sell' Ca
753-7823 after 5pm

AFFORDABLE Homes
Built to satisfaction see
how competitive we are to
the price of a doubiewide
mobile home Free consul
tation & estimates Call
S&K Construction,
753-7091

S30
YOU will love the privacy
arid lake convenience that
this 5 4 acre lot will provide
for you Walk to the water
from this wooded lot located lust north of the Paris
Landing Marina off Highway 119 near the KY TN
state line Call Rusty Farmer at Moody Realty Company 414 Tyson Avenue in
Paris 1 800 642 5093
MLS/25447

1969 CAMARO SS blue
with silver metallic Call
753-8419
1976 CORVETTE, red, extra nice, 56.XXX, $12,500
901 479 7002
1981 OLDS Cutlass Su
preme 6 6 liter engine
best reasonable offer
(502)519-1126 after 7pm
1985 CUTLASS 442, white/
gray
$2,000 obo
759 8428

1996 CHEVY dually, 4dr,
load up, low miles Call
753 3737

1986 NISSAN SX 200 5sp
a/c, p/s, am fm stereo new
tires, good condition great
on gas, $2,000 437 4312

HALF to
acre lot near
East Elementary City water available
Call
753 3737

1987 DODGE Colt 4cyl,
5sp excellent gas mileage
dependable, $1,500
502 489-2973

LOTS! We have the location, price & size to fit your
lifestyle All welly utilities
Contact Kenny or Valerie
753 9950 AM or 762 0009
PM

1989 NISSAN Pulsar, red
t tops, 61.XXX miles
$3,500 759 4403
1989 TOYOTA Camry LE
V-6, one owner, 46 XXX
miles extra nice $7,500
Call 753-3476
1992 CAMARO RS excel
lent condition 5sp, V6
$7,200 obo 436 2835
1992 TOYOTA Camry LE
white w/blue int , sunroof,
60,XXX miles extra clean,
Kelley Blue Book suggested price $11,750 Will
sell for $10,900 753 3113

68 ACRE FARM Kirksey
community. 35 acres good
farm land, 33 acres in timber, great hunting several
building sites 489-2820 after 6pm

1995 MUSTANG convertible. 26.XXX miles, silver
with black top, automatic
492 8665
1996 CORSICA only
6,XXX miles, V 6 4dr auto
$8 500 759 4044

ANTIQUE refinishing, fur
niture repair & custom
woodworking 753 8056

ALL carpentry 15yrs exp
oundabons, slate sidewalks driveways buildings
remodeling repairs AGC
certified 489 2214

APPLIANCE REPAIR
P ROFESSIONAL.
D EPENDABLE.
502-767-9552.

Al Al A TREE SERVICE,
stump removal tree spraying, hedge trimming land
soaping mulch hauling &
mulch spreading, gutter
cleaning Licensed & in
sured Full line of equip
rnent, Free estimates Tlm
Lamb
438-5744,
1-800-548-5262.
A 1 Tree professionals
Stump removal tree spray
ing serving Murray Cello
way County since 1980
Free estimates 437 3044
or 492 8737

SUPER COUPE- 1991 T
Bird, 65 XXX miles, excellent condition Asking
$7.900 759-1460 days,
753-8227 nights

BY Owner 3br, 2 bath.
charming brick, central gas
heat/ ac, 1752sq ft private
covered patio and custom
deck w/fireplace Fenced
yard, herb garden, landscaping, waverly wall
paper Convenient in town
location, quiet street. great
neighbors Affordable'
Won't last long Call today
759 9750

495

1986 FORD E-350, $2000
obo 753 5827
1994 GMC Safari van,
loaded w/SLT pkg, new
tires & well maintained
68,XXX
$13,500
753 0163
1995 GMC van 759-9580

A&A Complete Lawn Care
Mark Lamb 436-5791
ADAM'S HOME IM
PROVEMENTS Inside or
out No lob too small
502 759 9906

BACKHOE Service small
lobs, driveways, box blade
rottertilling snow removal
7530834 or 759 9835

AFFORDABLE, quality, BOB'S Plumbing Service
building you'll be proud ofl All work guaranteed Free
Residential construction. estimates 753 1134
remodeling, roofing, vinyl 492 8584
siding, porches, decks, BRIAN'S
LANDSCAPING
fenang. concrete & ma- Tree removal
shrub trim
sonry And home repairs
ming, clean-up, mulch etc
Free estimates 767-9118, etc Insured,
Free esti
Elite Building
mates 759 5353

mb Brothers

Tree Service

502-4.36-57444
2.-800-54M-5.26.2
LICENSED & INSURED Free artanalel
21 Hr Service
Hedge Trunnung
Tree Spraying
Tree & Stump
RS/40.11

Ilioloroyeese
1988 BLASTER looks I
runs great $1400
753 8125
BIGWHEEL 80 trail bike for
sale In excellent condition
Runs great and s very rob
able 753 7331

(Moho Service'

LAMB BROS

k4 ROOFING
(Free Estimates)
436-2269 Anytime
800-821-6907
to* air'

41111121401 441

1985 CHEVY 1 ton truck
wilincoln welding machine
Will sell w or w/o welder
753-0838
1988 MAZDA B2200
83,XXX miles, a/c 5sp
$1,700 753-8146
1991 CHEVY Silvered°
black
many extras
759 4300
1994 CHEVY ext
,cab
Silvered°, one owner, low
mileage, excellent condi
Don 759 4851, 759 9523

- A Wondeiful Address 112 Mile on 94 West, Murray, KY
Lots starting at $18,000. Great location
for now and the future.
1,800 sq. ft. min. restriction.
Call 502-435-4487 or 800-265-7786

B 8 S Trucking 6
'Septic Tanksa
New Driveways & Roads or Repairs
Burn Out Cleanup
New Septic Systems & Repairs
All Backhoe Work & Hauling
Gravel, White Rock, Fill Sand

(502) 474-8267
ADT Security
now has local representative for the
Murray area.
#1 Security Co.
in the U.S.

Minutes from lake Priced in
the $60's 354-9232

470

Tree Trunnung
Cleanup Service
FUJI LOW of
Equipment

Trumo,

COUNTRY living. 3br, 2
bath, brick ranch, 2146sq ft
on 5 acres. 5 miles south1994 DODGE Ram Lam
west of Murray Hardwood
SLT, 1 owner $10,200
Moor under carpet, fire
Can be seen at 300 Elm St,
place, cedar lined closets
Murray
436-2531
New workshop, mature
evenings
shade & fruit trees
$136.000 obo 1164 Fur
1996 CHEVY truck ext
ches Trail 435-4522
cab white, loaded auto
mabc, low mileage extra
FOR Sale By Owner extra
clean Call 759 8061 or
nice 4br. 2 bath house on
753 0987, leave message
wooded lot in Oaks Es
fates 502 753 0876
LEER camper top for short
wheel base Red with fac
HOME plus 15 acres 3br,1
tory
tinted sliding glass win
bath Kitchen appliances
dows $1,000
Call
included Nicely land
sc.aped with new roof in 97 474 8340 after 5 30pm

WORTH taking a look' A
must see inside & out to
appreciate 3br. 2 bath with
fireplace Home sits on a
beautiful two acre double
lot well maintained, in an
ideal location 759-2053

BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Septic system drive
ways hauling, foundations,
etc 759 4664

r,ink.
'wobaligigrabiehhirome...8...011.haa.mr.ohlwiltirsiam

CHARMING 4br 3 bath
conveniently located near
hospital & school $79 500
Ph 759-9439

NICE 3br home on extra big
lot Great location to Murray
Middle School & hospital
Priced high $50'5 Call
753 1623

APPLIANCE REPAIR All
brands, Kenmore 30*
years experience BOBBY
HOPPER, 436 5848

Large or Small Jobs
%me

BY owner: newly decorated 3br, 1 4 bath base
ment central h/a, East 94
10 miles Several options
available Call 767-9750

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 f11&10f
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455

BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replace
moot 759-1515

CORVETTE for sale One
owner, 46xxx, excellent
shape white w/red int
$11,200 obo 492 6230

BY Owner 3br, 2 bath
brick next to Oaks Country
Club in Oaks Estates
$117,000 767-9442

CANTERBURY Subdivision two story home. 4tx. 2
baths with central heat &
a/c Good condition in nice
location Private fenced
back yard fully landscaped
By appointment only Call
753 9217 after 6pm

Services
Offered

1994 PONTIAC Grand Prix
SE, dark green, V6, auto,
loaded tint 39xxx miles,
excellent condition,
$11,000 obo 762 0110,
753 6554

ATTRACTIVE residence a
1555 Oxford, Canterbury
Estates Features 4 bedrooms, 14 baths, formal
Irving room, formal dining
room, family room Grand
mother's quarters, eat in
kitchen, double garage,
plus boat room Screened
porch, beautiful wooded lot.
Amenities throughout
Contact Kopperud Realty.
753 1222 MLS/3001022
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24FT pontoon boat, 751'ip
Mercury motor 4.37 4373

VERY nice lakefront home
in Panarama Shores
436-2054

Livestock
Supplies

WeeRuns
Children's Sale

Ed's Wheel Alignment

1990 BLACK Cherokee
Jeep Laredo 4 w/d, pwr
win/locks sunroof Please
call 73-1094 leave
message

1986 GRAND Am, 4dr
white with V6 767 0310

AQHA 3yr old Sorrell Gelding, working well under
saddle $2200 AQHA 11 yr
old Bay Gelding team pen
nor & turn back $3600
Quarter Horse 6yr old white
mare team penner & roper,
$2500 (615)384 6982

deposit 753 9826
NEEDED mature adult to
share rent & expenses on
large 1500 sq ft 2br apart
moot $295/mo. $295 de
posit 753-7953

FOR SALE: 10 plus,
Wooded scroll, 5 minutes
from Kentucky Lake Ma
Sire trees private road
apprx 12 miles east of ?Our
ray $40,000 firm will not
divide Serious inquiries
only pease Call 474 8704
after 5pm or leave
message

AKC Dachshund puppies
7wk old, shots & wormed
489 2548

2 OR 3br house, 907 N
16th. gas heat 492 8225

LOCATION' Location l New 3BR gas heat, no pets,
3br, 2 bath, refrigerator, $285 plus deposit
489 8360
Wier, microwave, void furnished
753-7903, 4BR, 2 bath brick at 1609
753-7813, 559-8490
Wiswell Rd $600/mo Con
teal hitt Available now ColNEAR University: Fuineman RE, 753 9898
ished 2 room efficiency
Central elec heat & air, tub 4BR, 2 bath country home
and shower, water turn
$425/mo Deposit & referished First floor, 918 N ence 753-6012
16th (16th & Valentine)
$210/mo $210 Deposit
5BR, 1 bath & 2 half baths
753-4560 9 A M to 4 P M
central ha, $600, m o plus

DIAL

AUGUST

S20

Businsis
Rentals

SPECIAL PRICE on 1997
Belmont 16X80 3 bed
room 2 baths blue decor
beige carpet ONLY
$21995, ask for Stock/9
178 See at Northgate Mo
bile Homes, 88 Main St
Benton, KY
Ph
502 527 1362

MONDAY,

320

Mobilo
Homes For Sale

SAVE now, keep on saving
with a TVA Energy Right
home form Dinkins Mobile
Homes Inc Lake Hwy 79
E
Paris
TN
1 80(1642 4891

LEDGER 8 TIMES

125HP outboard ski'fishing
Baylor-1er Caprice Classic
stainless steel prop ski
pole new battery & many
extras $1500 below blue
book at $3900 obo
436 5033
1989 COBALT 19tt Be
wrider 10 low hours in
dudes all equipment & c,ov
ers vetandom axle aluminum trailer Excellent
condition $10500 Days
753 4845
1989 RED Glastron ski
boat, 90hp Mercury Good
condition Call 436 2619
after 7pm
1900 RIVIERA CfUISOf. 24h
pontoon boat with 1989
Manner 1351ip motor Cal
7539950 AM. 759-1828
PM

-

Residential Systems 599.
Commercial Systems '299
Call Pat Butler

502-436-6159

Professional Window Cleaning
'Residential
'Commercial
"Satisfaction
Guaranteed"

Free Estimates

5024894015
"No Job Too Small Or Too Big"

•

"-•••••
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

MONDAY, AUGUST 11, 1997

530
Sorriest'
Offered

Servicits
Collared

Ceramic Tile • Dry Wall • Dram Cleanmg • Electncal Repairs
Specializing in Baduoom Repairs

NED WALKER

759-0337

Over 20 year; experience
Local references upon request

„tor=
you have water or moisture problems
under your house or in your basement?
Do you have sagging or shaky floors?

Problems la the beau cal be frau
rats: or noisome Radar dm house!
FOR PROFESSIONAL SERVICE
CALL FOR A FREE EVALUATION

(502)575-4722

ELECTRICIAN- R&R
ELECTRIC New construc
Hon, rewiring mobile home
hookups electrical maintenance and repair Call anytime Murray, 762-0001,
cell, 519 1592

COLSON Home Repairs
Additions garages, decks,
FENCING: Midway Fence
remodeling vinyl siding
Co. Chain link & vinyl
20yrs experience
lance at resson•blo
5592
753
prices. 759-1519.
CONSTRUCTION &
REPAIR Free estimates
Remodeling fencing decking, rooting & electrical
489 2832
COOKSEY Plumbing Repair & new installation
436-2667

Do

COUNTERTOPS and
Kitchen Cabinet Refacing
with formica Wulff's Recovery, Murray 436-5560
CUSTOM BUILT wooden
decks, fencing, pole barns,
sheds, carports Also repair
& rebuild Excellent workmanship Affordable rates
753-7860

FRITTS LAWN CARE
Mowing, trimming 8 landscaping Reasonable rates
with reliable service Call
759-1663, please leave
message

FUTRELL S Drywall Con
tracting Specialize in
hanging & finishing Free
estimates Call 522-4531 or
753-0220 leave message
GARDEN tilling, grader
blade work, bushhogging,
mulcli hauling. Gerald Carroll, 492-6159
HANDYMAN Company
We do it all! Roofing &
siding specials. 474-8621

CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm
Horace Sholar

HARDWOOD FLOOR installation and finishing
Custom design. Affordable
rates. 753-7860.
I will mow your yard Call
759-4659, after 6pm

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

DAVID'S Cleaning Services 'Cleaning vinyl siding, homes, mobile homes,
boats, brick driveways,
parking lots, all exterior
cleaning, acid cleaning
available David Borders,
Insured, Completely Mobile Phone 502-759-4734
Cellular 502-853-1108

• Drop by and see our showroom
SUNBURY MURRAY (Behind Bunny Broacl
753 5940
\11.44.4..g.11.11116''

EMERGENCY Water Removal 24hrs Lee's Carpet
Cleaning 753-5827

.z
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking

40D

•

CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special Saes for
motor home boats RVs
and etc Excellent protec
Hon. high quality excellent
value Roy Hill 759 4664

-a_ Aumb't

•

—

LAMB Brother Home Improvements, remodeling,
additions, roofing, siding,
free estimates 436-2269.
LEE'S Carpal Cleaning
Carpets, Upholstery Free
estimates. 302 S 12th
753-5827
LICENSED for electric and
gas 435-4358

MICHAEL'S Transmis
sans Complete overhaul
on late model domestic
overdrive transmissions
ASE Certified in automatic
& manual drive transmis
sions Call 753-0152
MIKE'S Gutter Cleaning
estimates
Free
502-382-2440
NEED•new roof or impro
ving the look of your home?
Gutters, siding & small repairs are our specialty
Concrete resurfacing
systems! Don't tear out
your old concrete resur
face it into a decorative
product such as brick payers or tile Call Schroeder
Construction for free eso
mates 767-9474
NEGLECTING your gutters
can cause hundreds of dollars in damages to your
home So call THE GUTTER BOYS and let us clean
your gutters today at
759-4333
PAINTING Interior- eater
Kir Pressure washing Free
estimates 437-3879
PLUMBING repairs, fast
Service. 436-5255.
ROOFING New roofs,
tearoffs, reroofs Free estimates 4,37-4718
SMALL engine repair,
753-0260
TIRED of wind & hall damagia. Get the Smart Roof.
Free estimates. STOCKWELL. METAL ROOFING
7 5 3 - 6 5 8 5 ,
1-800-552-5072

STEVE'S Home Improvement, for all your remodelwig needs inside & out Ph
7588645
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free as
timates Day or night,
753-5484
THE Gutter Co. Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors Licensed. insured. Estimate available
759-4690
TOM'S WINDOW &
CLEANING SERVICE. For
all your residential & commercial cleaning needs
Gutter & siding 759-3463
TREE removal mulch,
hedges brush clearing,
gutters cleaned, etc
753-2092 message
WALTERS Contracting
Free Estimates. Guaranteed Quality Work
Licensed & Insured. Over
20 years experience. Roofing, additions, vinyl siding,
decks. remodeling Call
753-2592

Murray-Calloway County Hospital's Diabetics Taking Control
Support Group
hosted a one-day summer camp for children with diabetes.
Participants were
from Murray, Boles, Ill., Puryear,Tenn., Mayfield, Hardin, Benton
and Hickory.
Camp staff included (back row from left): Jane Devries of
Purchase District
Health Dept; Elise Leatherwood and Milton Stokes dietetics
interns with
MCCH; Rebecca Wright, RD,of MCCH;Joey Baust; Janice Fountain
of
Family YMCA; Ann Ingle, RN and Certified Diabetes Educator with Murray
MCCH;
Suzanne Seeley, RD, of MCCH; Carl Barrett, industry nurse for
Briggs and
Stratton; Laura Dorris and Marilyn Thompson, RNs with Western
Baptist
Hospital. Not pictured is Jerri Kilos, RN, of MCCH. Camp participants
were
(front row from left): Ashley Cox, Patrick Lynn, Natalie Johnson,
Cayley An
Thompson, Ashley Wolfe, Aaron Chamness, Jarrod Gream, Dylan McCurry,
Christina Barrett, Vickie Henderson, and Jessica Thompson
of the camp
staff. Not pictured is camp participant Will Doran.

Back Pain ? Headaches ?
Neck Pain ?
Gentle Corrective Chiropractic Ciue Can Help

WEB Site Design S Hosting Kentucky Webs
6 5 3 - 3 1 1 4
httpi/KyWebs corn

CaD 759-8000 for an Appointment
Let me help you through chiropractic.
We care about your health and are
dedicated to quality care.

WEST KY Lawn Care
Mowing, trimming, forbid
ing, liming, aerating,
mulching, landscaping
Trim shrubs, hauling tree
removal Have references
For Free Estimate call
753-9048, leave message
WOOD VCR repairing
VCRs, microwaves NEW
HOURS' Mon Fri, 1 5 30
Free estimates Visa/MC
accepted 753-0530

Dr. B. Scott Foster
Caring for all your Chiropractic needs
1210 Johnson Blvd. Murra , KY

Great Price! Great Selection! Great Tires!
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Certified
Nurse
Midwives
(CNMs) are registered nurses who
havcadvanced education in the two
disciplines of nursing and midwifery. Mary Breckinridge introduced
the concept of this role through her
use of Family Nurse Midwives in
Eastern Kentucky in the 1920s and
1930s. More than 4,000 CNMs
currently practice in the United
States. CNMs must complete an
American College of Nurse-Midwives (ACNM) accredited education program,pass a national certification examination, and meet strict
requirements set by state health
agencies. The knowledge and skills

of a beginning practitioner reflect
the Core Competencies in NurseMidwifery as defined --by the
ACN M.
CNMs provide family-oriented,
safe, personalized, and thorough
health care that includes health
promotion, disease prevention,
health screening, preconceptual
care, prenatal care, normal labor
and delivery, postpartum care,
family planning, normal !lowborn
care (up to four weeks), and wellwoman gynecological care (routine
examinations, Pap smears, family
planning). Problems or complications outside the CNM scope of
practice are resolved with consultaHOROSCOPES
tion, collaboration, and/or referral
to physicians, psychologists, social
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
workers, and other allied health
**** You come from a solid place professionals.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday, and know what you want. Question
The hallmarks of nurse-midwifdecisions and your direction. You
Aug. 12, 1997:
ery
care arc a focus on the physical
are
nervous
and
high
strung.
Work
This will be one ofthe more exciting
years of your life. Partners do the with the unanticipated, and greet needs of the individual, emotional
unexpected.Creativity is stimulated change positively.Instincts are right and social support, and active inas you sleuth through problems and on about money and a partnership. volvement of significant others according to cultural values and perfind solutions. Travel might be re- Tonight: Be happy at home.
stricted. You view situations differ- LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
sonal preferences. Safe, competent
ently this year; open up and break ***** Reach outfor another,and clinical management, nonintervenaway from self-imposed restrictions. make sure you know what you want. tion in normal processes,continuity
You land on yourfeet because ofyour Discussions turn the corner regard- of care, and health education for
determination. Follow good health ing a major issue. Someone has a women throughout the childbearing
habits and diet; you could get out of strong point of view, and you don't cycle arc emphasized.
control. Take better care ofyourself. agree with it. He could be intracMidwifery services are provided
If you are single, this could_ be a table about an issue. Make a smart
in
a variety of settings. However,
choice
rather
than
an
easy
one.
Toperiod of many possibilities, and at
most CNMs work in hospitals or
least one intense relationship. Ifat- night: Visit with friends.
birthing centers. During labor, the
tached, you enjoy increased close- SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
ness with your mate.SAGITTARIUS *** Expenses are out of whack. CNM evaluates the woman's progYou want to change direction and ress and is there to offer emotional
piques your interest.
toss a personal matter aside. Seri- and physical support.In most states,
Kentucky,
nurseThe Stars Show the Kind of Day ously reconsider long-term objec- including
You'll Have:5-Dynamic;4-Positive; tives. The way to handle finances is midwives have pharmacological
changing. Your hours of worX pay
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult.
off. Tonight: Pay bills.
SAGITTARIU$(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
***** You wake up with your ***** You are going through a
head clear of all cobwebs. Use this dynamic transformation, which will
Subscribers to West Kentucky
clarity to make plans, touch base permit you to have much more of Rural Telephone Cooperative are
with key people and open up your what you want. Humor mixes well asked to note that due to constructhinking. A friend responds in a with caring, and surprises pop up. tion under way
at the co-op's offices
bright manner. Your sense of direc- Be sure of yourself. A loved one
on
8th
N.
Street
in Mayfield, they
needs
more
of
your
time.
You
might
tion pays off in a big way. Tonight:
asked
are
to
in their payments
mail
find
another difficult and chilly. ToTry a new nightspot.
if possible.
night: Just ask.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
However, if payments 'are
***** Get together with a friend, CAPRICORN (Dec.
22-Jan.
brought to the office (before 4:30
to discuss a key opportunity. One- *** Gather information 19)
to-one relating is important, and than cause an uproar. , rather p.m. Monday-Friday), please use
Handle
could transform a relationship.Sup- nances more clearly. A partner fi- the Ann Street entrance. The depowill sitory will not be available
port a boss when he is erratic. Use enhance security.You are building
until
a after renovation
your intuition in a family matter, better rapport with each
completed.
is
other. Instop worrying as much. Tonight: stincts are right on about finances;
"low• a m •••••• mmmmmmm 1
0
ARAMAAKKRAAMLJO
IN
Talks continue.
don't take a risk. Listen more. To- e .
mom
mian
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
night: Get a good night's sleep.
***** What you see as nebulous AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb.
18)
could become clearer if you open up **** Emphasize friendship,
hope
discussions with others.Ask for help and long-term desires.Admitto yourin realizing a long-term goal. Unex- self that your unexpected
.:
r
actions
pected information comes your way can rattle others. Consider
,•1
other • ._)7:- 2riv ,
and opens doors. A friendship is ways of moving things along. A dis-- ••
24' 1-out service
--.
0
subject to dynamic change.Tonight: cussion opens a door. Break through ,
lel
Grant another's requests.
outdated or unnecessary barriers. II
y
CANCER(June 21-July 22)
•
Our
Tonight: Be with good friends.
Gas
Quit
.
PISCES
**** Dig your heels in, clear out **** (Feb. 19-March 20)
Flowing....
...
Accept responsibilities. Not
work and develop a better sense of
,
But
everything can happen the way you
We're
Still
direction. Finances are key to your want it
to. Be creative when you
professional status. Remember to brainstorm
with a boss. A workpace yourself. A change in approach related
matter
requires more effort
lets an associate express his honest on your
part. Don'tget uptightabout
opinion. Remain secure. Tonight: finances;
just accept more overtime
Work late.
or an extra job. Tonight: Take the
LEO(July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Let your imagination go, lead at work.
and you'll see no limits. A relationP
BORN TODAY
ship is changing; be ready to work Author
William
Goldman
(1931,,
with it. Excitement seems to follow singer
Buck Owens (1929), former • 207 S. 7th St. • Murray 81•
wherever you go. Seriously think National
about implications and desires. To- PoindexterSecurity Adviser John
(1936)
night: Explore a favorite pastime.
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Don't be fooled by imitations...
buy the best!

Adams completes midwife program
Marilu Johnson Adams has recently graduated from the Frontier
School of Midwifery and Family
Nursing's Community-Based
Nurse-Midwifery Education Program, which took 21 months to
complete.
Her clinical requirements were
met at Jackson-Madison County
General Hospital in Jackson, Tenn.
She received her master's degree in
nursing from Case Western Reserve
University, which included graduate studies in cooperation with Dr.
Nancey France, a professor in the
Department of Nursing at Murray
State University.
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GRAND CIPENTING
We welcome you to our new store. We carry a fine line ofjewelry.
toys, household products, microwave and oven proof pottery. Rexall
health products, beauty aids and much more at special low prices.

Gifts Galore
At The 99' Store
Southside Shopping Center • 815H S. 12th Street
Murray, Ky. 42071 • Phone (502) 753-0953

MARILU JOHNSON ADAMS
privileges, so they can prescribe
pain-relief medication during labor,
if needed. Nurse-midwives have
lower rates of cpisiotomies and the
cesarean rate among midwifery patients is half that of low-risk OBI
GYN hospital births. Patient education during pregnancy, labor and
delivery management techniques,
and increased time during prenatal
care visits are credited for these low
rates.
Nurse-midwifery services arc
covered by most private insurance
carriers, Medicare, Medicaid, and
managed care programs. Services
arc also covered under CHAMPUS.
Adams, who lives in New Concord, has 11 years of experience as
an RN in labor and delivery, postpartum, postoperative gynecological, and newborn care at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. She was
a prepared childbirth educator at
MCCH from 1993 through 1996.
She is married to Chuck Adams and
they have two children,Charlie, 11,
and Erin, 8.

61c TEEN ACTIVITY CENTER
Opens August 16th, 1997
at the

University Branch
YMCA
1510 Chestnut St., Murray

753-4295

•

Shirley Zeitlin
& Company
Realtors®

I HOPE
WILL E

Greer
Houston

Serving the Nashville Area
Hillsboro Road
Nashville, TN 37215
Bus 615.383-0183
FAX 615-385-3222

4301

Res 615-353-0505
Mobile 615-406-5937
E Mail 102505.1100(iieumpuserse.com
Website www.nashilittrokers.com

FREE "LIVING TRUST" SEMINAR
Find Out How to Transfer Your Estate to Your Family
Quickly—Without Probate Fees
ATTEND ONE OF THESE FREE SEMINARS

PADUCAH

MURRAY

Tuesday, Aug. 12
7:00 - 9:00 p.m.
(Refreshments)
Courtyard by Marriott
3835 Technology Dr.

Wednesday. Aug. 13
7:00 - 9:00 p.m.
(Refreshments)
Shoney's Inn
1503 N. 12th St.

HOPKINSVILLE
Thursday, Aug. 14
7:00 - 9:00 p.m.
(Refreshments)

Best Western
4101 Ft. Campbell Blvd.

Attend one of these seminars and you'll receive a FREE,one-hour, private consultation
to answer any questions you have about setting up your personal Living Trust ($100 value).
You'll Find Out What Will Happen With a Living Trust...
• Your estate %s ill transfer it, A ti to • II %titi're married and your estate is • You'll ay oid a guardianship
if you
our family upon our death.
v‘orth less than SI.2 million. there
become incapacitated so your
without the expense of probate.
\\ill he no estate laNCS to pay
estate \‘ ill he run as vote see lit.

You'll Find Out What Will Happen Without a Living Trust(even if you have a will)...

• N'ourestate will gothrough probate. • If oti•re married and your estate is
which could take months or e\ en .
ii‘ er 5600.0(K) net, without proper
years. and probate fees could he a
1.1\ planning your family may owe
substantial portion of your estate,
federal estate taxesof 37^,55"..,_
Sponsored by: The Page 1.ass firm. Attorneys Robert Page and Bard Brian
speak to area residents about li% mg trusts and estate planning. They have ti‘ et20 years' experience helpine Kentucky families plan their estates. The Page
Lau. Firm limits its practice to estate planning. and is a member of the
American Academy oft'state Planning Attorney s. Their seminars are always
free to the public. and are "informatist: & easy -to-understand -

• If you become incapacitated, or
unable to sign documents, a court
may assign a guardian to run your
estate a% he or she sees lit.

r

The .
Page Law Firm

(THIS IS A.V4DI I:"R TIM

‘fl \%)

Seating is Limited, So Call(502)443-8260 (24-hour reservation line) Now!
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TODAY IN HISTORY

LOOKING BACK
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Allison Faye Carr, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. David Carr, was
crowned as Murray-Calloway
County Fair Queen at the annual
pageant, sponsored by Murray
Woman's Club in cooperation
with Murray-Calloway County
Jaycees. First runnerup was Jennifer Rayburn and second runnerup was Becky Snow.
Charles G. Holt, 39, Rt. 6,
Murray, died Aug. 8 from injuries sustained in a one-car accident on Kentucky 1346, 10.7
miles east of Murray.

Thirty years ago

Pvt. Larry Smith, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Kermit Smith, is now
taking his Army basic training at
Fort Polk, La.
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Tracy
have returned after spending two
years teaching English in a high
school in Urgup, Turkey, as part
of the Peace Corps.
"George Washington Slept
Here" is an outdoor drama to be

]rl

Forty years ago

Thomas Hogancamp, Rotarian
and head of Business Department
of Murray State College, spoke
about "Buyer-Seller Relations" at
a meeting of Murray Rotary Club
at Murray Woman's Club House.
He was introduced by WayIon
Rayburn.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Pat Winchester, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Glen
Roberts, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Tuley, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Gene Murdock, and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Burkeen.
Fifty years ago

Over 100 entries appeared in
21 classes at the two-day Calloway County Horse Show, sponsored by Murray and Calloway
County merchants, on Aug. 8 and
9. Max Hurt served as ringmaster, George Baker as announcer,
and Murray Boy Scouts as
ushers.
Miss Jackie Robertson, Mrs.
Fleetwood Crouch, Mrs. Haron
West, Mrs. Max Churchill, Mrs.
Ronald Churchill, Mrs. Alton
Barnett, Mrs. A.G. Childers and
Mrs. Charles Lamb are new officers of American Legion
Auxiliary.
Mr. and Mrs. H.L. Carter and
daughter, Pat, of Greenville,
N.C., have been the guests of her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. L.R.
Putnam.

DAILY COMICS
AND WHEN THEY ggE
AROUND,THEY KEEP ASKING
ALL. THE OBVIOUS
L.
QUESTIONS

South dealer.
North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
+ A J 63
V A 93
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+432
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EAST
+2
+9754
V4
V KQ 8 765
• Q 10 8 6 3
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• Q J 986 5
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J 10 2
•K 7 5 2
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DEAR CURIOUS: According
to Letitia Baldrige's "The New
Manners for the '90s" (Rawson
Associates, N.Y.):
"At an expensive, posh place,
you would tip:
"20 percent of the total bill to
your hairdresser if you're having a cut or color or perm; 15
percent of the total bill if you
are just having a wash and set
or a wash and blow-dry.
"$2 to the shampoo person.
"$2 minimum or 15 percent of
the cost of the manicure to the
manicurist.
"At a modest establishment,
you would tip:
"10 percent of the bill to the
hairdresser.
"$1 to the shampoo person if
your hairdresser and shampoo

Famous Hand

MEN! THEY'RE
EITHER
UNDERFOOT
OR f4DT
AROUND WHEN
YOU WANT
THEM

• C't

DEAR ABBY: My hairdresser
1whom I have patronized for 14
years recently started a conversation about tipping. It began with his
telling me how much his previous
customer had tipped him. It was a
very large amount. Then he started
talking about how cheap some people are and how little they tip. He
said he wouldn't put himself out for
people who don't tip him appropriately.
The conversation left me feeling
uncomfortable and I ended up tipping him more than I would usually
tip, which, of course, made me
angry.
Abby, do you think this was an
appropriate conversation for a hairdresser to have with a client? I
would also be interested in hearing
what your readers think is an
appropriate amount to tip. Please
don't use my name or location.
Thank you for your help.
CURIOUS

CONTRACT BRIDGE

BLOND1E
I CAN'T FIND HIM ANYWHERE

The bidding:

BEING IN VAN =-00VER,UNCLE PHIL II
APO FUN WITH JPIIk4 PN'
-RANT. CAN We.4FF"THEM
AGAIN SOME-TIN1E?- DID
you KNOW THAT -TEE4R
CAT, ROMW,CHASES
BUTTERFLIES'?
1
1 LIKED

•

West
Pass

North East
2+
2V

2*

Pass

5+

Here is a remarkable hand played
in a rubber bridge tournament by
the late French expert, Pierre
Albarran.
North's two club bid asked South
to bid a four-card major suit ifhe had
one, and Albarran obliged with two
spades.
For reasons unknown, North
then leaped to five spades.This could
hardly be the right bid,since a slam
was very unlikely opposite a 16-to18 point notrump.Albarran, with no
values in excess of those previously
expressed, had the good sense to

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
I HOPE_ MOM AN' DAD
WILL BE- OK,615.
00
ME1-

South
1 NT

Opening lead — four of hearts.

rAiEalt,W2.

---1-1Ey DON'T-UNDERSTAND WHEN ,
SOMETHING'S SERouSI

pass.
West led a heart and East won

with the ten. East was afraid to
return a heart because declarer
might have had J-10 alone, so he
shifted to a club.
Albarran took the ace and drew
all the trumps, learning in the process that East had started with four
spades as well as six hearts. When
declarer then cashed the king of
clubs and everybody followed suit,
12 of East's cards were fully accounted for, and it became likely
that East had started with precisely
one diamond.
Accordingly, Albarran led a low
diamond towards dummy,and when
West followed low, played the nine.
East was forced to take the jack and
return a heart.
Thus, Albarran, who had started
with only nine sure tricks, now had
a tenth trick because of the forced
heart return. The eleventh trick followed very shortly when this became the position:
North
VA
• A4
+4
East
West
Immaterial
• Q 108

+Q
South

J
•K 7 5
Albarran cashed the ace ofhearts
and there was nothing West could
discard that would prevent South
from taking the rest pf the tricks.
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DEAR ABBY

Today is Monday, Aug. 11, the 223rd day of 1997. There are 142
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Aug. 11, 1965, rioting and looting broke out in the predominantly black Watts section of Los Angeles. In the week that followed,
34 people were killed and more than 1,000 injured.
On this date:
In 1860, the nation's first successful silver mill began operation
near Virginia City, Nev.
In 1909, the SOS distress signal was first used by an American
ship, the Arapahoe, off Cape Hatteras, N.C.
In 1934, the first federal prisoners arrived at the island prison Alcatraz in San Francisco Bay.
In 1954, a formal peace took hold in Indochina, ending more than
seven years of fighting between the French and Communist Vietminh.
In 1956, abstract artist Jackson Pollock died in an automobile accident in East Hampton, N.Y.
In 1962, the Soviet Union launched cosmonaut Andrian Nikolayev
on a 94-hour flight.
In 1975, the United States vetoed the proposed admission of North
and South Vietnam to the United Nations, following the Security
Council's refusal to consider South Korea's application.
In 1991, Shiite Muslim kidnappers in Lebanon released two Western captives: Edward Tracy, an American held nearly five years, and
Jerome Leyraud, a Frenchman who had been abducted by a rival
group three days earlier.
Ten years ago: Britain and France ordered minesweepers to the Persian Gulf, but said they would not be used in combined operations
with the United States as it escorted reflagged Kuwaiti ships.
Five years ago: In Washington, D.C., negotiators for the United
States, Canada and Mexico continued to work out final details of the
proposed North American Free Trade Agreement. The Mall of
America, the biggest shopping mall in the country, opened in Bloomington, Minn.
One year ago: The Reform Party opened the first part of its twostage convention in Long Beach, Calif., with Ross Perot and Richard
Lamm battling for the presidential nod.
Today's Birthdays: Former TV talk show host Mike Douglas is 72.
Newspaper columnist Carl Rowan is 72. Actress Arlene Dahl is 69.
The Rev. Jerry Falwell is 64. Actress Anna Massey is 60. Country
singer John Conlee is 51. Singer Eric Carmen is 48. Actor Ian Charleson ("Chariots of Fire") is 48. Wrestler-actor Hulk Hogan is 44.
Rock guitarist Charlie Sexton is 29. Rhythm-and-blues musician Chris
Dave (Mint Condition) is 29. Rapper Chris Kelly (Kris Kross) is 19.

presented at Kenlake State Park
Amphitheatre by Murray State
University Reportory Company
on Aug. 11, 12, 18 and 19.

Twenty years ago

Jared White, Melissa Gray, Leslie Erwin and Sandra Hutchins
are pictured as winners of the
Second Grade Summer Reading
Contest at Calloway County
Public Library.
Murray High School class of
1957 held its 20-year reunion
with activities at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Wells Purdom Jr. and at
the Holiday Inn.
William Mason Memorial Hospital School of Nursing held its
. reunion last weekend at Kenlake
'State Park Hotel.
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person are one and the same,$1
more for the shampoo).
"$1 to $2 to the manicurist."
For a hairdresser to tell a
client how much (or little) the
previous customer tipped is
inexcusable — and also stupid.
If you like him, give him this
"tip" from me: never discuss
how much (or little) other
clients tip.
DEAR ABBY: Have you considered a book of the many "How We
Met" stories your readers have sent
you?
I particularly love how Cupid
arranges for people to get together!
I have clipped items whenever you
have printed them — they are
uplifting, each with an element of
unsuspected chance.
If you already have such a book,
please let me know. I would love to
buy it.
KAREN DREW,
RUSSELLVILLE. ALA.
DEAR KAREN: I do not have
such a book, and at this time I
haven't the time to compile one.
However, your idea is a good one,
and one which I'm sure would
make several interesting
columns. So, Dear Readers, if you
met your mate in an unusual
way, please let me know.
DEAR ABBY: You published a
letter last winter tliat keeps popping up in my mind. It was signed
"His Wife." The writer was complaining that her good-looking, welleducated, clean, "good daddy," wonderful husband wanted to help
around the house — but what he
did wasn't up to her standards.
Please ask her to send him to
me. I'll trade him for my good-looking, well-educated, clean, sometimes "good daddy," who is also a
mean, bad-tempered, abusive.
name-calling, complaining and usually absent husband. I" promise he
will never get in her way or do
things wrong, because he'll never
lift a finger to do anything in the
house.
I will love and appreciate her
husband, the dingy clothes he
washes, the undercooked/overcooked meals he prepares, and most
of all, his presence.
EAGER TO SWITCH IN OHIO
DEAR EAGER: I'm willing to
wager that when "His Wife" sees
your letter, she'll hang on to the
husband she has. Yours sounds
like a doozy.

DR. GOTT
DEAR DR. GOTT: I am a 27-yearold woman who weighs 125 pounds
and enjoys excellent health. However.
I binge on healthful foods and then
purge myself with laxatives. I know I
shouldn't do this, but it feels good and
I can't help it. I'd always read that
people with bulimia binge on sweets
or junk food. I do not. Why do I always
feel fat? My psychiatrist put me on an
antidepressant, but I don't want to tell
him about my eating pattern. Can you
scare me into it?
DEAR READER: BOO' You're
scared.
Seriously, no one can scare you into
changing your binge eating. Rather.
this is a decision for you to make with
professional guidance and.support.
As you suspect, bulimia does not
necessarily involve binging on nonnutritious food. Instead, it's the pattern
that's important: overeating, followed
by self-induced vomiting or the inappropriate use of laxatives.
I think that you have beautifully
articulated the conflict inherent in any
addictive behavior by saying that you
know you shouldn't do it, but you can't
help it. This is true of eating disorders, alcohol abuse, drug dependency:.
cigarette addiction, and any other
behavior that takes on a life of its own.
to the detriment of health. On the plus
side, you have taken a first step by
writing me a very honest note.
You probably have bulimia and risk
a host of consequences ranging from
colon irritation to mineral deficiency.
In my view, you really should share
your "secret" with your psychiatrist
or family physician.
At 125 pounds, you are not fat, but
you feel overweight nonetheless Thts
is a problem of poor self-image that
you need to address with your doctors. In addition, you may require
temporary medical supervision to correct any metabolic imbalances caused
by your eating habits. In short, you
could be helped through a variety of
medical resources -- but to get this
help. you must continue to reach out
for it. Frightening you isn't the
answer; honesty and caring support
is.
To give you more information. I am
sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Eating Right For A Healthy
Heart." Other readers who would like
a copy should send $2 plus a long, selfaddressed, stamped envelope to P.O.

symbol
10 Secretive
organs
11 "Fiddler on
the Roof' star
13 Washington
or Shore
16 L-P linkup
19 Chuckled
21 Hillary or
Chelsea
23 Restriction
25 Mine
entrances
27 Type of ship
(abbr.)
29 Blind — —
bat
32 Flower of the
rose family
33 TV's Barney
Miller
Box 2017, Murray Hill Station, New
34 Itty-bitty
York, NY 10156. Be sure to rention
35 Feels sorry
for
the title.
36 Actor, at
times
37 Prevent
40 Foot(comb.
form)
43 Actor Singer
44 Conbiencs
gams
47 100 yrs.
48 O.of WNW
51 01114n ID
53 Symbol for
tantalum
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DEATHS
Mrs. Mabel Blalock

James Gaylon Malray
James Gaylon Malray, 81, Harris Road, South Fulton, Tenn., father
of Mrs. Beuy Milliken of Murray, died Saturday, Aug. 9, 1997, at
Haws Memorial Nursing Home, Fulton.
A retired dairy farmer, he also was a former employee of Stanley
Jones Corporation. He was a member of Sandy Branch Primitive Baptist Church, Civitan Club, lodge of Free and Accepted Masons, and
Tilghman Beauregard Camp #1460 of Sons of Confederate Veterans.
Born Jan. 14, 1916, in Weakley County, Tenn., he was the son of
the late Foster Gilbert Malray and Mary Susan Barham Malray.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Betty Sue Lamb Malray, to whom
he was married on Dec. 26, 1938; three daughters, Mrs. Betty Milliken, Murray, Mrs. Susie Hatler, Red Oak, Texas, and Mrs. Katie
Gray, South Fulton, Tenn.; two sons, Eddie Malray and Nathan Malray, both of South Fulton; 11 grandchildren; two great-grandchildren.
The funeral was today at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Hornbe,ak Funeral
Home, Fulton. Elder Bobby Crouch and Eddie Cassetty officiated.
Burial was in Boaz Chapel Cemetery in Hickman County.

Roland H. Lortie
Roland H. Lortie, 75, Paducah, father of Dennis Lortie of Murray,
died Saturday, Aug. 9, 1997, at 10:30 p.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
He was an Army veteran of World War II serving during the Battle
of the Bulge. He was a member of St. Thomas More Catholic Church
and of Post 1191 of Veterans of Foreign Wars.
Mr. Lortie was the son of the late Alfred Lortie and Yvone Rose
Prouly Lortie. One stepson and one brother preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Rose Piel Lortie; one daughter,
Mrs. Marilyn Van Hook, Englewood, Fla.; one son, Dennis Lortie,
Murray; ong brother, Ernest Lortie, Manchester, N.H.; six grandchildren; eight great-grandchildren.
The funeral mass will be Tuesday at 10:30 a.m. at St. Thomas More
Catholic Church, Paducah. Fr. Henry Wieder and Fr. Brian Roby will
officiate. Burial will follow in Mount Carmel Cemetery.
Milner & Off Fuenal Home of Paducah is in charge of arrangements, but no visitation will be scheduled.

Mrs. Jessie W. Bedwell

•

Graveside services for Mrs. Jessie W. Bedwell were Friday at 3
p.m. at Woodlawn Memorial Gardens, Paducah. The Rev. Terry Henderson officiated. Roth Funeral Home, Paducah, was in charge of
arrangements.
Mrs. Bedwell, 86, Paducah, died Wednesday, Aug. 6, 1997, at 6:50
p.m. at Riverfront Terrace Health Care Facility, Paducah.
Born in Murray, she was the daughter of the late Hiram Bean and
Lisa I. Crass Bean. Five sisters and one brother also preceded her in
death.
Survivors include one sister, Mrs. Lola Hale, Paducah; several
nieces and nephews including Ken Owen of Paducah.

Woman slashed to
death, daughter hurt
GLENCOE, Ky. (AP) - A
northern Kentucky woman was
found fatally slashed in her rural
Owen County trailer and her
young daughter was seriously
wounded in the attack, authorities
said.
Betty Williams, 27, and her
8-year-old daughter were slashed
in the throat, Owen County Sheriff Glenn Waldrop told The Kentucky Post.
The cut on Ms. Williams was
"pretty close ear-to-ear," Waldrop said.
The daughter was in serious
condition at the University of
Kentucky Medical Center in Lexington. She was unconscious
when police arrived at the trailer
late Sunday about three miles
south of Glencoe. Police hope she
will regain consciousness and
identify her mother's killer.
The child had been sexually
assaulted, and police found evidence that Ms. Williams might
have been sexually assaulted, Deputy Sheriff Larry Osborne told
the newspaper.
Police believe the assailant
knew Ms. Williams, Osborne
said.
Several suspects have been interviewed, according to Kentucky
State Police in La Grange.
Police do not know how long
she had, been dead. Her body was
taken to the state medical exa-

Mrs. Mabel Blalock, 84, Rt. 6,
Murray, died Sunday, Aug. 10,
1997, at 4:53 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
She and her husband, the late
Clifford Blalock, formerly owned
and operated Lake Stop Grocery,
Murray. She was a member of
Elm Grove Baptist Church.
Preceding her in death were
her first husband, Fleetwood Akers; her second husband, Clifford
Blalock; and three brothers, Loyd
Thomas Cunningham, Alfred
Cunningham and Rudy Cunningham. Born Aug. 1, 1913, in Calloway County, she was the
daughter of the late Erie Cunningham and Beatrice Thomas
Cunningham.
Survivors include one brother,
Dale Cunningham and wife,
Gerry,; one nephew, Allen Cunningham, and one sister-in-law,
Ms. Ruby Cunningham, all of
Murray; several nieces.
The funeral will be Tuesday at
2 p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. The
Rev. David Brasher and the Rev.

Lonnie A. Keeling
Lonnie A. Keeling, 57, Crestwood Road, Mayfield, died Friday,
Aug. 8, 1997, at 2:30 p.m. at Vanderbilt University Hospital, Nashville, Tenn.
He was a member of First Assembly of God, Mayfield, where he
taught the Seekers Sunday School Class. Preceding him in death were
his parents, Estell Keeling and Dona Clapp Keeling, and three
brothers, Harold, John, and Thomas Keeling.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Joyce Johnson Keeling; one
daughter, Mrs. Lori Speed, Fancy Farm; one son, David Keeling,
Mayfield; two sisters, Mrs. Lois Hinkle, East Pointe, Mich., and Mrs.
Jean Turner, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.; one brother, Hughie Keeling, and
one half sister, Mrs. Della Sellars, both of Mayfield; two
grandchildren.
The funeral will be Tuesday at II a.m. at First Assembly of God,
Mayfield. The Rev. Carey Puckett, the Rev. Mark Terhune and the
Rev. L.C. Godwin will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Ronnie, Jeff, and Todd Keely, Lloyd Brady, Hal
Stephens and Frankie Harris, active; Terry and Ricky Keeling, Ronnie
West and Robert Jones, honorary. Burial will follow in Rozzell
Chapel Church Cemetery.
Friends may call at Brown Funeral Home, Mayfield, after 6 p.m.
tonight (Monday). The body will lie in state at the church from 9 a.m.
until the funeral hour on Tuesday.

MABEL BLALOCK
Todd Buck will officiate. Music
will be by Mrs. Oneida White
and the Rev. Todd Buck. Burial
will follow in Murray Memorial
Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral
home from 5 to 8 p.m. today
(Monday).

Biggest Back To School Sale Ever!

Stanford J. Schroader

Cnal731

Funeral rites for Stanford J. Schroader were Saturday at 2 p.m. at
Independence United Methodist Church. The Rev. Charles Walker and
the Rev. Kendrick Lewis officiated. Music was by the Church Choir
with Patricia Lassiter as pianist.
Pallbearers were J.C. Schroader, Homer Fennell, Donnie Duncan,
Kenneth Fennell, Jerry Lassiter, Howard Coy and Harlan Spann. Burial was in Temple Hill Cemetery with arrangements by Miller Funeral
Home of Murray.
Mr. Schroader, 85, Brooks Chapel Road, Dexter, died Wednesday,
Aug. 6, 1997, at 11:50 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

JEANS 1/2 PRICE!!!
Investments Since 1854.

Stock Market Report

Dow Jones Ind. Avg..7998.47 - 32.75
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'Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this stock
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Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-3366

Lewis Edward Lindsay
Graveside services for Lewis Edward Lindsay were Sunday at 2
p.m. at Fairview Cemetery, Skillman, Ky. Filbcck & Cann Funeral
Home, Benton, was in charge of arrangements.
Mr. Lindsay, 72, Calvert City, died Thursday, Aug. 7, 1997, at 7:30
a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Georgia Kuhn Lindsay; four
daughters, Mrs. Brenda Vincent and Mrs. Katy DeHaven, Benton, and
Mrs. Wanda Bilyeau and Ms. Christine Lindsay, Calvert City; four
sons, Robert Lindsay and James Lindsay, Calvert City, Edward Lindsay, Peoria, Ill., and Lynn Lindsay, Morris, Ill.; one sister, Mrs. Mureil Wheatley, Hawesville; two brothers, William Lindsay and Otha
Lindsay, Gibson City, Ill.; 29 grandchildren; 22 great-grandchildren.

miner's office in Louisville for
an autopsy.
Ms. Williams lived in the
trailer with her 32-year-old boyfriend, John Marcum, who is in
jail on an unrelated charge, the
Post reported today.
The third annual Hunting, FishMarcum's parents found Ms.
Williams' body and the injured ing and Outdoor Expo returns to the
child. Marcum's parents own the Pendleton County Fairgrounds Friland on which the trailer sits and day,Saturday and Sunday, Aug. 15,
had planned to sell it. They 16 and 17, 1997. The event covers a
stopped by Sunday night to make variety of outdoor pursuits and will
sure someone would be home to- include seminars and activities for
whole family.
night to show the land to a poten- the
▪
This year's activities include fly
tial buyer, Osborne said.
Marcum has been in the Car- fishing demonstrations, bow hunttrapping,kayaking
roll County jail since May 21 on ing seminars,fur
and rafting demonstrations, animal
a charge of possessing a handgun
exhibits, golf seminars and a "Castas a convicted felon and was due
ing Kids" contest. Knight & Hale
to be released next month. He is
will have their famous "live" deer
not a suspect in the killing, Osshow, and other expert hunters and
borne said.
anglers will give seminars on the
finer techniques of their sports.
Kentucky Department of Fish
and Wildlife Resources wildlife and
boating officers will be on hand to
answer questions and participate in
Federal-State Market News Senile, August 11, 1997
the activities. The League of KenKentucky Purchase Area Hog Market Report Includes 2
Buying Stations Receipts: Act. Est. Barrows & CAts
tucky Sportsmen, Kentucky Tax$1.50 higher Sows 5.50-1.00 higher
idermy Association and the Ken153.50-54.00
US 1.3 230-240 lbs.
US 1.3 215-230 lbs.
549.50-52.50
tucky Division of Water will be
US 3-4 260-214 lbs.
S5230-5330
represented.
US 1-2 200-215 lbs.
543.50-4530
Sows
The world furious "Hawg"
US 1.2 270.350 lbs.
53930-4030
Trough will undoubtedly be a favoS 1.3 300-450 lbs.
539_50-4130
US 1.3 450-525 lbs.
541.00-43.00
rite. Also, Kentucky Afield's Tim
S
525 and up lb.
$43.00-46.50
US 2-3 300-5011 lbs.
538.50-39-50
Farmer, bowhunting expert Miles

Hunting, Fishing and Outdoor
Expo returning to Falmouth

HOG MARKET

Boars__

HILLIARD
LYONS

Keller and bass tournament pros
Keith Harney and Debbie Taylor are
just a few of the stars giving
instructi3nal seminars at the Expo.

Get Your
Auto
Insurance
From An
Agent
Who Cares
As Much
About Your
Coverage
As You Do.

Prices as
of 9 a.m.

Our Best Investment Is You.
J.J.I. iasi, W.L Lyons, Inc. • lasonbot NYSE end WPC

The car you drive is an
expression of who you are, so
it's important to make sure it's
fully- protected. When you're
ready to renew your auto insurance, give me a call. I know just how
special your car is to you, and I'll put my
experience to work for you, to find the
r
ka
i nGe
exact Grange coverage you need for
•
INSURANCE
today - and tomorrow.
Your partner in protection

O

Western Kentucky
Insurance Agency, Inc.
302 N. 12th St., Murray

753-5842

Tony Boyd

536.00-36.541

Lee's Carpet Cleaning

Stockwell Metal Roofing

Specialists in Carpet & Furniture
Visit Our New Location-302 S. 12th St., Murray

The Smart Roof

(502) 753.5827

024 Hour Emergency Water Removal
•Courteous Personnel
*We Solve Pet Odor Problems
•We Can Stop Static Electricity
•We Won't Smoke In Your Home
Or Office
*Carpet Protector Available

BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIAL

_crhy
)iclineg
ollection
CertainTeed El

Many Styles & Colors Available

rooms)
with purchase of living room, hall, & master bedroom
Expires 8-31-97
All Major

(502) 753-5827

*Siding

*Replacement Windows

I.

FREE Cleaning
For Children's Bedrooms
(up to 2
FREE ESTIMATES

*metal Roofing

Credit Cards
Accepted
Nilam44?

A

302 S. 12th St.
Murray, Ky.
(502) 753-6585
1-800-552-5072

